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ABSTRACT
These days there are a lot of hotels built with high standard and better
quality of services in
Ethiopia. Ethiopia hotel is one of the historical hotels in Ethiopia. To
compe te with those
hotels having higher standards and keep its own customer loyal and
profitable, Ethiopia
hotel should understand its own customer's data and make use
of the information
understood. And data mining is a powerfitl tool for extracting this
usefid information,
particularly, for supporting good CRM by providing important knowle
dge about the
customers. This study aimed at applying dato mining technology
on Ethiopia hotel's
customer data for identifYing valuable customer segmen ts and their behavi
or to support for
better CR M (Customer Relationship Management) in the hotel.
In this study, to prepare the data, data preparation tasks including cleanin
g missing value,
smoothing outliers, and transformation and aggregation were made.
By using the data
mining tool called Knowledge Studio , clustering and classification models
were built. The
clustering model was used to identify custom er segments. From this model
five defined and
meaningfitl clusters (customer segments) were identified.
Th e classification model was built to generate rules used to develop
a simple customer
classification prototype that can help to classifY new customer record
s to one of custom er
segments with the description of each customer clusters. The findings
of this study would
encourage business organizations to work on the application of data mining
technology for
better customer relationship management, and as a result gain a compe
titive advantage.
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CHA PTE R ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Backg round
The economic figures show that tourism has grown to be an
activity of worldwide
imp0l1ance and significance. For countries like Ethiopia, tourism is
the largest conuno dity in
international trade (Macintosh, et. ai, 1995). Ethiopia, a country
endow ed with attractive
sites that include historical places, national parks and different culture
s, is currently working
on expanding its tourism industry. In order for this to be realized, the
capacity and quality of
services of different sectors like the hotel industry, airways and travel
agencies have to be
significantly expanded with especial emphasis on the hotel industr
y. Such expansions can
lead to healthy compe tition in the industry and result in improved
quality of service s and ,
competitive rates.
With the increasing competition, the key to a hotel's suryival is its
ability to cater for the
changing preferences and life styles of ever demanding customers.
These preferences may
include greater access to amenities, comf0l1abie rooms, fast
check-inlcheck-out and
courteous customer services, and reasonable price. Full unders tanding
of such preferences,
however, cannot be translated into a competitive advantage unless
the industry develops
detailed profile s of custom ers to target valued customers. That is
why customer profiling
becomes the corner stone of an effective customer relationship
management (Min et ai,
2002).
Hotels, like any busine ss organization, have to take into consideration
their custom ers'
behavior so as to be compe tent in the market. Knowi ng custom ers'
behavior will help hotels

J

target their profitable customers and retain loyal customers.

This is called ~

relationship management (CRM).
CRM is referred to as the business practice that is intended to improve sen'.i.ce.-deli-very,
build social bonds with customers, and secure customer 1 0y~y..sIeveloping a long-term,

---

mutually be eficial relationship with valued customers selected from a pool of customers. It
focuses on valued customers who repeatedly purchase a great deal of services and remain
cOJ11J11itted to their particular hotels (Min, et. ai, 2002).
Lejeune (2001) noted that relationship building and customer-oriented management are

r--

r-

key factors to which companies ' success or failure is closely linked. Customer management
requires the collection of a significant amount of infonnation and set up of procedures for
interpreting this information.
Business data is increasingly being seen as valuable conunodity by itself and not just a byproduct of day-to-day transaction processes . An organization's business data represents the
current state of an organization' s business. When it is combined with historical business
data, it can tell an organization where it is and where it is heading. Since business decisions
are being made at alarmingly fast rate, managers and executives need information on which
to base these decisions (Wobishet, 2002) . Therefore, in a highly competitive and information
intensive environment of the hotel industry the speed of a decision may be as critical as the
decision itself.
The amount of data collected or purchased and warehoused continues to grow at an
enormous rate even though stores are already vast. The primary challenge is how to make
the database a competitive business advantage by converting enormou's stores of seemingly
meaningless facts into useful infonnation. That is why a new technology called data mining
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has emerged to solve the challenge of converting vast amount of data into an important
knowledge (Lejeune, 200 I).
Data mining is the search for relationship and global patterns that exists in large databases
but are "hidden" among the vast amount of data. Data mining when applied to business data
is about wlderstanding customers and prospects, understanding products and markets, and
understanding suppliers and partners by applying its tools and techniques on collection of
customer data.
The application of data mining techniques to customer databases has significantly
facilitated the area of marketing. The uses range from analysis of supermarket point of sale
data to predicting who the audience will be for television programs. Other uses include
studying the effects of changing the price or distribution channel on sales volume and market
share.

1.2. Statement of the problem and justification
Data mining tools and techniques can be applied in many areas including marketing,
banking, insurance, and health care and medicine. Particu larly it can be applied in CRM for
prospecting new customer records, retaining existing customers, increasing customer value,
and understanding customer behavior. Studies by different scholars were done on insurance,
marketing and medicine. It is also the understanding of the researcher that data mining tools
and techniques can be employed for better CRM in the business world.
Ethiopia, being a country of tourism potential can attract a lot of tourists, politicians, and
different professionals. This initiates the development of the hotel industry with international
standards, which will lead to stiff competition among hotels. To be competent and profitable
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in the market, it is impOltant to build a strong CRM, since the customers are the key factors
in making profit.
In order to be competitive and profitable in the market, hotels should support CRM by
applying data mining tools and techniques so that customers can be segmented based on the
profitability, motivation, behavior or others factors as a result each segment can be treated
accordingly by applying different marketing strategies. This research particularly aimed to
apply clustering and classification of data mining methods on hotel customers ' data to attain
effective CRM by identifying different customer segments and their respective behavior and
how they can be interpreted in terms of marketing concept. This will enable marketing
managers to know who are profitable, loyal , not profitable, and not loyal. In general they can
have important knowledge about their customers; but the decision of how to retain valuable
customers is left to the marketing managers.
This research took Ethiopia hotel as a case to apply the data mining technology. There are
lots of raw data accumulated from the beginning of its operation, but no attempt has been
made to make use of the data for any marketing research including customer segmentation
and hence no clear-cut group/class based marketing orientation. From this customer data,
very important and hidden knowledge can be discovered by applying data mining tools and
techniques. This will help the hotel to improve its marketing, sales, and customer support
operations and gain a competitive advantage through better understanding of its customers.
Though there are researches conducted at the department of information science on CRM, all
of them are on airlines, banks and insurance. Therefore this research attempted to develop a
customer segmentation model by using the data mining techniques, clustering and decision
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tree induction learning methods for analysis on Ethiopia hotel custom
ers ' data for better
CRM.

1.3. Objective of the Study
1.3.1. General objectives
The genera l objective of this research was to build customer
segmentation and
classification model that can help for better CRM through implementing
different marketing
strateg ies.
1.3.2. Specific objectives
The specific objectives were:
•

To review literatures on the application of data m1l1mg m CRM,
the

-----

techniques used, and the concepts of CRM
•

To explore the possible significance of CRM in hotel industry

•

To identify important parameters for customer segmentation and
sort out
customer segments on the basis of shared or common attributes.

•

To study Ethiopia hotel ' s customer segments obtained

•

To know which domestic and foreign customers are profitable (loyal
if any)
and how they behave

•

To identify wh ich parameter (variable) can most effectively classify
new
customer record s to the identified customers

•

To generate rules that will help to take decision on how to assIgn
new
customer records to identified customer segments
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•

To make use of the rules generated for developing a prototy pe for classify
ing
new customer records to one of customer clusters

1.4. Methodology
In order to build good data mining models for a CRM, there are numbe
r of steps that one
should follow. Accordingly, in the course of this investigation, the follow
ing steps were used
which are data mining methodologies supported by Cross - Industr
y Standard Process for
Data Mining (CRlSP_OM).

1.4.1. Data collection and data understanding
The hotel has established a computerized system recently. However,
due to sh0l1age of
skilled manpower who can work with the system, it was not able
to proceed with this
computerized system. They only worked with the system for two
months. From this, two
months data were collected and another two months data were also
added from manual
records.
Two different tables were obtained during data collection; guest
registration table and
resident summary. The guest registration table is about the demog
raphic data of each
customer like name, numbe r of persons, room number, bill numbe
r, rooms occupied,
nationality, profession, date of arrival, origin and destination of the
guest, passport number,
duration of stay, and purpose of visit. It contains 4,366 rows ( 1.2
mega bytes) of data,
collected from manual data entry and 5,024 rows (2.24 mega bytes)
from the computerized
databa se initially. The resident summary table is about financial data
of each customer like
daily status of the transfer, presence or check out and payment of charge
of each customers
containing room numbe r, bill number, room charge , value added tax,
service charge, extra
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revenue, payment, and total charge. It contains 4,096 rows (972 kilo
bytes) of records from
manual data entry and 6,6 14 rows (1.17 mega bytes) of records from
computerized database
initially.

1.4.2. Data preparation
Microsoft excel was used to organize and preprocess the data becaus
e of its ability to
make different simple calcu lations and summarize the data in simple way.
To prepare the raw data collected into a fonn suitable for data mining
analysis, data
preparation activities like data selection, data cleaning, and data
transformation and
aggregation were done. The details of the processes can be seen in
later part of the study
(section 4.4).

1.4.3. Buililing and training the models
In order to build the model, data mining techniques such as clustering
and decision tree
techniques were used. Since clustering is unsupervised learning and helps
to identify various
customers with similar features, it was selected for building the cluster
ing model. Among the
I
clustering techniques, K-Means was selected; since it is most
popular, simple and
straightforward clustering technique. In addition, knowledge studio
software (Data mining
tool developed by Angoss software Corporation) supported the use
of K-Means for most
situations. But K-Means does not support when there are large amoun
t of missing values.
In another part of the research, decision tree inducti on technique was
applied to generate
rules which wi ll help to assign new customers records to the already
identified segments.
This technique was selected; since it is widely applicable for classification
problems, easy to
build, very flexible, easily understandable (interpretable), can identif
y important variables,
and can handle both categorical and continuous variables (Gargano and
Raggad , 1999).
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1.4.4. Evaluating or testing the models
Since clustering is unsupervised lealllin g, there is no need to classify
the data into training
and testing dataset. Hence, the total dataset was used to build the cluster
ing model. Cluster
runs by changing the numbe r of variables, type of variables, and the
parameter K (K set 6, 5,
or 4) was made to reach to meaningful customer segments. The cluster
run , resulting with
better pattellls discovered was selected. In addition, in the process of
selectin g good model,
the support of domain expert s' comments and suggestions who are in
the field were vital and
hence considered.
For the classification model, the data set containing the cluster index
obtained from the
clustering model was divided into two groups for evaluation purpose.
Seventy percent of the
dataset allocated for training and thirty percent of the dataset was
used to evaluate the
accuracy of the model over subseq uent data and to evaluate the
impact of pnmin g. The
decision tree generated from knowledge studio was used to identif
y the most statistically
significant attributes . Different experiments were made to determine
the contribution of the
first splitting attribute for better prediction of the dependent variabl
e, cluster index (cluster
segments).

1.5. Scope and Limitation
The output of this research is customer segmentation. And from this,
import ant points like
who are profitable domestic customers and intelllational customers,
and how they behave
were known. It also gave knowledge about who are non profita
ble domestic and
intelllational, and how they behave. Ended by developing simple
customer classification
prototype. It did not include what should be the marketing strateg
ies that should be
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implemented by the hotel. Developing marketing strateg ies and implem
enting them is up to
marketing department of the hotel.
Important fields like ' income ' and 'age', even though they are very
import ant, were not
incorporated for the reason that there was no any registered infoffil
ation about these fields.
The field 'incom e' may give information on the relation ship betwee
n the income and the
profitability of customers. If there was an 'age' attribute, which age
groups of customers
were mostly profitable would be known. In addition, there was one
variable incorporated in
the data taken for analysis called 'purpo se of visit' which explains
purpose of visiting the
country or the hotel. It has four values, ' tourist ', 'busine ss' (either confer
ence, or workshop,
or meetin g, or investment), 'other' (vacation, visiting relatives or
friends), and ' transit '
(waiting for another flight) . The two values 'business' and 'other'
should have been
specifically stated to know the behavior of customers in a better way
rather than using the
general name 'busine ss' and 'other' .
Only four months data were obtained because, converting raw data in
to electronic format
was time consuming along with the limited budget allocated.
'Budget being a restrictive factor, the acquisition of appropri ate data
mining software from
software developing company was not feasible

1.6. Significance of the study
This wi ll help to show how data mining can support CRM by answer
ing some important
business questions. Business questions like who are the most
loyal customers, which
customers are more profitable, and which customers can be best satisfie
d according to the
standard of the hotel can be answered. And different decisio
ns on developing and
implem enting marketing strategies for retaining profitable custom
ers, attracting new
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customer and customers at risk of going to other hotels, and for designing ways to convert
non-profitable customers to profitable ones can be taken. This vital infonnation will help the
hotel industry to stay competitive and to increase revenue.
It could serve as a basis for fin1h er research on customer segmentation and an academic

exercise as well helping researcher to acquire knowledge on how to apply data mining tools
and techniques in the real world.
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CHA PTE R TWO
DATA MIN ING
2.11ntrodllction
This chapter reviewed about the general concepts of data mining, and
related topics that
should be known along with data mining. Specifically, data mining
techniques used in this
research, the relationship between data mining and CRM, different studies
conducted on the
application of K-Means and decision tree techniques for better
CRM, and finally the
application of data mining in hotel industry were discussed.

2.2 Historical Overview of Data mining
In order to know the world and explain natural phenomenon, people
have been gathering
and analyzing data. Investigating this data has brought different theorie
s, observations, and
approaches that cou ld help understand and know the natural world and
its laws. Without the
aid of machines, people had been analyzing data and looking for pattern
s (Berry and Linoff,
1997). Howev er, gradually, new technologies have begun to playa
vital role to facilitate
storage, analysis and processing of data. Specially, the advent of compu
ter techno logy has
revolu tionized the way in which data are managed. These new method
s of looking into data
as well as the keen interest to learn from data have brought discipl
ines like that of data
mining (Thearling, 2000).
Recently data mining has drawn the attention of intellectuals, busine
ss article writers and
software developers. Although data mining is the evolution of fields
with a long history such
as statistics, artificial intelligence and machine learning, it evolved to
become widely known
in the 1990s (ANGOSS, 2003).

II

Much of the tools and techniques of statistics are adopted in the study of data mining.
However, although statistics is very useful technique, it is not capable of addressing all data
mining problems (Berry and Linoff, 1997). For instance, some problems may demand
learning from experience and statistical methods could not address them. Moreover, statistics
usually employs sample data (part of the population data thought to be representative) to
build statistical models and this method can miss large body of information about the
population (Thearling, 2000).
The second longest family line of data mining is artificial intelligence. This field of study
is developed on the basis of heuristics in contrast to statistics. It is an attempt to apply
"human-thought-like" approach to statistical problems. The application of artificial
intelligence has become pervasive when computers began to provide useful power at
affordable prices (Ibid).
The other field of study that contributed a lot to data mining is machine learning, which is
more properly described as the hybrid of statistics and artificial intelligence (ANGOSS,
2003). Machine learning attempts to let computer programs learn about the data they study,
such that programs make different decisions based on the qualities of the studied data, using
statistics for fundamental concepts, and adding more advanced artificial intelligence
heuristics and algorithms to achieve its goals (Carbone, 1997). This depicts that the
application of machine leaming in the study of large volume of data is a radical shift not only
from statistics but also from artificial intelligence via merging both fields.
From the foregoing arguments it seems plausible to conclude that data mining, in many
ways, is basically the adaptation of machine learning techniques to scientific and business
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proble ms. Data mimng is the umon of historical and recent develo
pments in statistics,
artificial intelligence, and machine learnin g. The tools and techniques
borrowed from these
fields of studies used together to extract previo usly unknown pattern
s buried in large
databa se. Data mining is becoming popular in science and business areas
where there is large
amount of data.

2.3 Meaning and Definition of Data Mining
Data mining has become useful over the past decade in busine ss to gain
more information,
to have a better understanding of runnin g a business, and to find
new ways and ideas to
extrapolate business to other markets.
According to Han and Kamber (200 I) the major reason that data mining
has attracted a
great deal of attention in the infornlation industry in recent years is
the wide availabi lity of
data and the immed iate need for turning such data into useful inform
ati on and knowledge.
Data mining tools perform data analys is and may uncover import
ant data patterns,
contributing greatly to business strateg ies, knowledge bases, and
scientific and medica l
research.
Pi atetsky -Shapiro (2000) defined data mining as :

Data mining or knowledge discovery in database (KDD) as it is also known,
is nontrivial
extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful inform
at ion from data.
This encompasses a number of different technical approaches, such as
clustering, data
summarization, learning classification, finding dependencies networ
ks, analyzing
changes, and detecting anomalies.
Data mining is the process of selection, exploration, and modeling
of large quantities of
data to discover regularities relations that are at first unknown with the
aim of obtaining clear
and 'useful results for the owner of the database (Giudici, 2003).
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Generally, data mining technology has become a new paradigm for decision making, with
applications ranging from electronic commerce to fraud detection, credit scoring, warranty
management, and even auditing data before storing it in a database.

2.4 Data Mining (Knowledge Discovery) Processes
Data mining is more than just applying software, it is a process that involves a series of
steps to preprocess the data prior to mining and post processing steps to evaluate and
interpret the modeling results (Han and Kamber, 200 I; Levin and Zahavi, 1999).
Like any other problem solving methods, it starts with defining the problem. From the
definition of the problem what processes are needed to find the solution will be determined
(Two crows Corporation, 1999; France, et ai, 2002; Jembere, 2003).
Most authors (Han and Kamber, 200 I ;Zalane, 1999; Berry and Linoff 1997) agree that data
cleaning and integration , data selection and transformation , data mining, and finally pattern
evaluation and knowledge presentation, are the most COIrunon steps employed for the mining
processes.
Incomplete, nOISY, and inconsistent data are conunon properties of large real world
databases and data warehouses. Incomplete data can occur for a number of reaso·ns. Attribute
of interest may not always be available, or other data may not be included simply because it
was not considered important at the time of entry, or relevant data may not be recorded due
to misunderstanding or because of equipment malfunctioning, or the recording of the history
or modification to the data may have been overlooked.
There may also be noisy data due to fau lty data collection instrument used, or human or
computer errors at the time of data entry, or inconsi stencies in naming conventions or data
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code used. Therefore, the first step which is data cleaning cleans the data by filling in mi ssing
values, smoothing noisy data, identifying or removing outliers, and resolving inconsistencies.
After cleaning has taken place, the multiple heterogeneous data sources should be combined
and integrated. The issues considered at this point are Schema integration (how can
equivalent rea l-world entities from multiple data sources be matched up?), avoiding
redundancies (inconsistencies in naming an attribute or dimension), and avoiding duplication
of tuples that should be considered at the time of integrating heterogeneous data sources.
The next impo11ant step in data mining process is transformation of the data. Levin and
Zahavi (1999) stated "often, the predictive power of data resides in transformation of the
data, rather than in the raw data itself." The data should be transformed or consolidated into
forms appropriate for mining. There are different issues like smoothing, aggregation,
generalization, normalization, and attribute construction, which should be considered in the
transformation process (Han and Kamber, 2001).
The next step, which is the data mining step, is the crucial step in which clever techniques
are applied to extract patterns which are potentially useful. This step invokes data mining
models and tools to interrogate the data and convert it into knowledge for decision-making
activities .
The process of building predictive models requires a well-defined training and validation
protocol in order to insure the most accurate and robust prediction . A model is built when the
cycle of training and testing is completed. Training and testing the data mining model
requires the data to be split into at least two groups; one for mode l training and other for
model testing. After the model is generated using the training database, it is used to predict
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the test database, and resulting accuracy rate is a good estimate of how the model will
perfonn on future databases that are similar to the training and test database.
Finally the model(s) built should be eva luated as see whether the data mining objectives
and business objectives are met in order to make the result useful for decision-making. Levin
and Zahavi (1999) argued that evaluation and interpretation of knowledge discovered by the
modeling engine is essential for making sure the resulting model is any good, and to convert
the model results into usefu l knowledge for decision making.
Upon the successful completion of the knowledge discovery this is the phase where the
discovered knowledge is visually presented to the user. This step uses visualization
techniques to help users understand and interpret the data mining results.
But there is no hard and fast rule to follow the above data mining steps one after the other.
The details of building and training a model vary from technique to technique and hence
there are no blue print procedures that should be followed all the time (Thearling, 2000).
During the knowledge discovery process, the iterative process may go from one step to the
next and for some reason may comeback to earlier steps. Again after the presentation of the
discovered knowledge to the user, in order to enhance the evaluation measures or to further
refine the mining output, new data can be selected or further transformed, or new data
sources can be integrated. This iterative and dynamic approach can be used in order to get
different, more appropriate results.

2.5 Data Mining and Data Warehollsing
When beginning work on data mining problems, it is necessary to bring all the data
together into a set of instances first. Integrating data from different sources usually presents
many challenges. Different departments of an organization may use different styles of record
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keeping, different time periods, different degrees of data aggregation, different primary keys,
and will have different kinds of error. Thus the data must be assembled, integrated, and
cleaned up. The idea of enterprise wide database integration is called Data warehousing
(Witten and Frank, 2000).
A data warehouse is a semantically consistent data store that serves as a physical
implementation of a decision support data model and stores the information on which an
enterprise needs to make strategic decisions by integrating data from mUltiple heterogeneous
data sources. It enables each user not only to share a conunon, widely distributed, diverse
database but also to analytically explore, discover, and better comprehend fundamental
trends and relationships using all of the available data quickly and correctly.
Metadata, information concerning data describing the data warehouse, are also an integral
part of the system. The warehouse architecture must manage standard information delivery
systems and data queries, interfaces with applications developments platforms and executives
infornlation systems, and online analytical processing (OLAP), in addition to advanced
infOlmation technology data mining tools (Gargano and Raggad, 1999).
Even though a data warehouse is not the prerequisite for data mining and data analysis,
data mining potential can be enhanced if the appropriate data has been collected and stored in
a data warehouse. Because during the construction of a data warehouse, many data
preprocessing steps has already taken place, it most likely does not need further cleaning in
order to be mined . In addition, many of the problems of data consolidation and integration
have already been addressed. But one could mine data from one or more operational or
transactional databases by simply extracting it into a read-only database. Thi s new database
function s as a type of data mart (Two Crows Corporation, 1999)
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2.6 Data Mining Techniques
2.6.1 Introduction

In practice, data mining can accomplish about six common tasks namely; classification,
estimation, prediction, association, clustering, and description. However, as tile investigation
at hand is directly related with clustering (segmentation), and is mainly concerned about
classification, more emphasis is given to clustering and classification. Because of this, a
detailed discussion of this data mining activities is presented in section 2.5 of this chapter.
The main objective of this research is to segment the customers having similar
characteristics based on some variables. Because segmentation involves identifying the
groups of customers with the similar characteristics, the study focuses on the data mining
technique, clustering and a classification learning method called decision tree. Saarenvirta
(1998) notes that customer clustering and classification are two of the most important data
mining methodologies used in marketing and CRM. Therefore in this study only clustering
and decision tree induction (classification) techniques of data mining are discussed.
Clustering is one of the unsupervised learning method that will help to identify segments
without prior knowledge about the number of customer segments and to which segment is
each customer most likely belongs. Witten and Frank (2000) also supported this when they
commented that there is no specified class, clustering is used to group items that seem to fall
naturally together. So, by using clustering technique, different group of customer segments
will be identified based on the available data. But what is remaining is how to group new
customer records after all segments are identified? In order to solve the above problem data
mining technique called classification can be used. Classification assumes that there is a set
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of objects - characterized by some attributes or features which belong
to differe nt classes.
The class label is a di screte (symbolic) va lue and is known for each
object. The objective is
to build classification models (sometimes called classifi ers), which
assign the COlTect class
label to previou sly unseen and unlabe led obj ects. The mining tool automa
tically identifies the
clusters, by studying the pattern s in the training data.
Therefore once the clusters are generated, classifi cation (like decisio
n tree) can be used to
generate rules defining how to assign new customer records to the identif
ied segme nts.

2.6.2. Clustering Techniques
Before going to the process of clustering and its techniques, it is
important to have a
general understanding of what a cluster is . Clusters represe nt mixtures
of multivariate norma l
popula tions. This approach has been adopted as a rationale and
basis for the design of
clustering algorithms by some researchers. Qin He (1999) describes
clusters as continuous
regions of a p-dimensional space containing a relatively high density
of points, separated
from other such regions by region s containing a relatively low density
of points. And they
should exhibit the properties of external isolation and interna l cohesio
n. External isolation
require s that entities in one cluster should be separated with entities
in another cluster by
fairly empty areas of space. Interna l cohesion require s that entities
within the same cluster
should be similar to each other, at least within the local metric (Millig
an, in Qin He, 1999;
Han and Kambar, 200 I).
Clustering is the processes of grouping a set of physical or abstrac t objects
into classes of
similar objects (Han and Kamber, 2001). Clustering method as a multiv
ariate procedure that
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starts with a data set containing
information about a sample of enti
ties and attempts to
reorganize these entities into relative
ly homogeneous groups.
Clustering unlike classification and
prediction is unsupervised learning
where the algorithm
is provided with just the data poin
ts and no labe ls, and the task is
to find a suitable
representation of the underlying dist
ribution of the data (Berkhin, 2000).
The ultimate goal of clustering is
to find groups that are very differen
t from each other,
and whose members are very similar
to each other and finally the clusters
obtained should be
interpreted by a person knowledge
able in the particular business dom
ain so as to make the
result obtained practical (Two Cro
w Corporation, 1999).
Researchers have different views
about the classification of clusteri
ng methods. But the
major clus tering techniques can be
grouped in to hierarchical and non-hie
rarchical.
Hierarchical method creates hierarch
ical decomposition of the given set
of data objects
forming a dendrogram - a tree that
splits the database recursively into
sma ller sub sets. The
dendro gra m can be viewed in two
ways: bottom-up or top-down. The
bottom-up approach is
also called agglomerative approac
h starting with each object fon nin
g a separate group. It
successively merges the object or
groups according to some mea sure
s like distance between
the two centers of two groups and
this is done until all of the groups
are merged into one (the
top most level of hierarchy), or unti
l a tennination condition holds . The
top-down, also called
the divisive approach, starts with
all the objects in the same cluster.
In eac h suc cess ive
iteration, a cluster is split into sma
ller cluster according to some mea
sure s until eventually
each object is in one cluster. Ear
lier hierarchical method s suffer
from the use of oversimplified measure to split or mer
ge the clusters (Han, kamber, 200
I). They also added that
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these methods suffer from the fact
that once a step (merge or split) is
don e, it can never be
undone. This is useful in that it lead
s to sma ller computation costs by
not worrying about a
combinatorial number of different
choices . The major problem of suc
h techniques is that they
cannot correct erroneous decisions.
In contrast to hierarchical methods,
non-hierarchical clustering procedure
s do not involve
the tree-like constnIction process.
Rather, cluster centers are initiall y
sele cted (formed) and
each object is assigned in a cluster
based on its proximity to the cluster
center. The most well
known non-hierarchical clustering
algorithm is the K-Mean s algorithm
(Jembere, 2003).
There are man y differen t clustering
methods but in the area of data min
ing two, namely,
Kohonen and K-means algorithm
are in wide usage. This is becaus
e the large class of
hierarchical clustering methods requ
ire that distances between every pair
of data records be
stored (there are n*( n-l) /2 such pair
s) and updated, which places a sub
stantial demand on
memory and reso urces for the larg
e files common in data mining.
Instead clustering is
typically performed using the K-m
eans algorithm or an unsupe rvised
neural network method
or Kohonen (by SPSS Inc., 2002).
But for the case of this research, K-m
eans is rev iewed as it
is use d in the software for buildin g
cluster modeling.

2.6.2.1. The K-M ean s Alg orit hm
The "K" in K-Mean s is derived from
the fact that for a specific run the
analyst chooses
(guesses) the num ber of clusters (K)
to be fit. The "means" portion of the
name refers to the
fact that the mean (or the centroid)
of observations in a cluster represe
nts the cluster.
Since the analyst must pick a specifi
c number of clusters to nIn , typical
ly several attempts
are made, each with a different num
ber of clusters, and the results should
be eva luated. Since
the number of clusters is cho sen
in advance and is usually sma ll rela
tive to the number of
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observations, the K-means method runs quickly. This is becaus
e if seven clusters are
requested, the program needs only to track the seven clusters. In hierarc
hical clustering the
distance between every pair of observations must be evaluated and
intercluster distances
recomputed at each cluster step (which is a fairly intensive compu
tationa l task). For this
reason K-means is a popular method for data mining.
A brief description of the K-means method follows. Ifno starting values
for the K cluster
means are provided, the data file is searched for K well spaced (using
distances based on the
set of cluster variab les) observations, and these are used as the origina
l cluster centers. The
data file is then reread with each observation assigned to the neares
t cluster. At completion
every record is assigned to some cluster, and the cluster means (centro
ids) are updated due to
the additional observations (optionally the updating can be done
as each observation is
assigned to a cluster). At least one additional data pass (you can
control the number of
iterations) is made to check that each observation is still closest to
the centroid of its own
cluster (recall the cluster centers can move when they are update
d, based on addition or
deletion of members) , and if not, the observation is assigned to
the new nearest cluster.
Additional data passes are usually made until the clusters becom
e stable (by SPSS Inc.,
2002).

As described by Bishop (1995), the process begins by assigning the
points at random to K
sets and then computing the mean vectors of the points in each set.
The algori thm assigns
each of the points to the cluster to whose center it is closest in Euclid
ean distance. Next, each
point is re-assigned to a new set according to which is the nearest mean
vector. The means of
the sets are then recomputed. This procedure is repeated until there
is no further change in
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the grouping of the data points or the objective criterion function
E does not change (or
minimum), where E is as fo llows:
k

E = 4 -1 2PE,Cj

IP -mil 2

Where E is the sum of square-error for all objects in the database, p
is the point in space
representing a given objects, and mi is the mean of cluster

Ci.

In order to form clusters, each record from a database is mapped
to a point in 'record
space.' The number of dimensions contained in the space corresponds
to the number of fields
in the records. The value of each fie ld can be geometrically interpreted
as a distance from the
origin along the corresponding axis of the space. In addition, to ensure
the usefulness of this
interpretation , the fields must all be converted into numbers and
the numbers must be
normalized so that a change in one dimension is comparable to a change
in another.

2.6.3. Decision Tree
A decision tree is a flow-chart-like structure consisting internal node,
branch and leaf
node. Each internal node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represe
nts an outcome of
the test, and leaf node represents classes or class distributions where
the top most node in a
tree is the root node (Han and Kambe r, 2001). Decision tree classif
y instances by sorting
them down the tree from the root to some leaf node, which provide
the classification of the
instances. An instance is classified by starting at the root node of the
tree, testing the attribute
specified by this node, then moving down the tree branch corresponding
to the value of the
attribute. The figure below illustrates a simple decision tree.
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Figure 1:Sample decision tree

Constructing a decision tree is expressed as fo llows; first an attribute
at the most node will
be selected and made one branch value for each possible value. Then
the dataset become
spl ited into subsets, one for every value of the attribute. This proces
s can be repeated
recursively for each branch using only those instances that actually reach
the branch. If at any
time all instances at a node have the same classification, stop developing
that part of the tree.
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But the important thing in constructing decision tree is deciding the
best attribute class ifier
among the attributes in the data set. Even though there are many
measures of attribute
classifi er, the most common ly used one is infonnation gain. It measur
es how well a given
attribute separa tes the training data according to their classification .
Decision tree learning, according to Michell (1997) is a method for approx
imating discrete
valued target functions, in which a decision tree represents the
learned function. But it
doesn' t mean that continuous valued attributed can't be represe nted
by decision trees. This
can be accompanied by dynamically defining new discrete-valued attribu
ted that partition the
continuous attribute value into a discret e set of interva l.
Most algorithms that have been develo ped for learnin g decision trees
are variations on a
core algorithm that employs a top-down greedy search through the space
of possible decisio n
trees. These methods are typically greedy in that, while searching
through attribute space,
they always make what looks to be the best choice at the time. Their
strategy is to make a
locally optimal choice in the hope that this will lead to a globally
optima l so lution. Such
greedy methods are effective in practice and may come close to
estimating an optima l
solution (Han and Kamber, 200 1; Mitchell, 1997).

2.6.3.1. Decision tree prunin g
The decision when to declare a node terminal or to continue splittin g
is deeme d critica l for
the construction of good decision trees. These pnmin g method s
aim to simpli fy those
decision trees that overfitted the data. A hypoth esis overfits the trainin
g examples if some
other hypoth esis that fits the trainin g less well actually perform
s better over the entire
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distribution (Mitchell, 1997). Overfitting is a significant practical difficu
lty for deci sion tree
learning and many other learnin g method s.
There are severa l approaches to avoid overfitting in decision tree learnin
g. These can be
grouped into two classes:
•

Approaches that stop growin g the tree earlier, before it reaches the point
where it
perfect ly classi fies the train ing data,

•

Approaches that allow the tree to over-fit the data, and then post pnme
the tree.

Because the first approa ch has the difficulty of estimating precise ly when
to stop growin g
the tree, the second approa ch of post pruning overfit trees has been found
to be successful.
The most common criterion used to determine the correct final tree
size is using a separate
set of examples, distinct from the trainin g examples, to evaluate the utility
of post pruning.

2.7. Data Mining Applications
A wide range of organi zations have developed successful applica
tions of data mining
because of the substantial contribution it can make.
Many organizations are using data mining to help manage all phases
of the customer life
cycle, including acquiring new customer, increasing revenue from
existin g customers, and
retainin g good customers. By detenn ining characteristics of good
customers (profiling), a
compa ny can target prospects with similar characteristics. By profilin
g customers who have
bought a parti cular product it can focus attention on similar customers
who have not bought
that produc t (cross-selling). By profiling customers who have left,
a compa ny can act to
retain customers who are at risk fo r leaving (reduc ing chum or attritio
n), because it is usually
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far less expens ive to retain a custom er than acq uire a new one
(Two Crows Corporation,
1999).
Data mining can be applied in many compa mes including Credit
Card, Insurance,
Transportatio n, medica l companies, and airline and hotel industry.
Teleco mmuni cations and credit card companies are two of the leaders
in applyin g data
mining to detect fraudu lent use of their services. Brause et al (1999)
applied the data mining
techniques, association rule and neural network for credit card
fraud detection on one of
credit card compan ies in Germany and obtained higher level of
fraud detecti ng diagnostic
rules that can help to develo p an online learning diagnostic system .
A diversified transpo rtation company with a vast direct sales force
can apply data mining
to identify the best prospe cts for its services. Using data mining to
analyz e its own customer
experience, this compa ny can build a unique segmentation identify
ing the attributes of highvalue prospects.
Data mining can al so be used In medical organizations to predic
t the effectiveness of
surgica l proced ures and medical test or medications (Two Crows
Corporation , 1999).
Fut1hermore, hospita ls use data m1l1lng to analyz e consum er
behavi or and use the
information gained to expand market opp011unities. For instanc
e, Sinai health system in
Chicago used data mining techniq ues to answer why patients who
have received a complete
prenata l care didn ' t deliver at the hospita l. Based on the results obtaine
d the health system
unders tood the marketing implications and prepared to improv e market
ing strategies that can
help to attain these patient s lost at their delivery time (Rafalski , 2002)
. The hotel and airline
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industry can apply data mining for customer segmentation and customer profiling, So many
organizations are applying data mining to solve customer related problems and gain
important knowledge from the customers' data,

2.8. Data Mining and CRM
Businesses gather enormous amounts of data in their day-to-day operations, Every
interaction with a customer generates data, and the amount of data gathered is n SIng
exponentially, In order to create more successful personalized systems and build more
accurate consumer behavior model s, firms need to understand their cllstomers better. This
includes understanding customers' preferences through collecting more information and,
cllstomers' behavior tlu-ough analyzing their transaction data,
Data mining is used to change this collection of customers' data into useful infonnation
and knowledge, As indicated earlier, by using data mining, you can get the customer
segmentation model to identify the groups of customers with the similar characteristics which
wi ll help you to understand your customers , Eventually it will be used as the foundation of
customer analysis' and marketing strategy development.
Knowing which customers are potential is a starting point to understand the rapidly
chariging market environment In the hotel industry, Grouping similar customers together
based on their characteristics is essential for the customer understanding and the target
marketing for the specific group of customers,
Customer segmentation can be done based on many different criteria, These criteria could
be as simple as age, gender, geography or the combination of these variables,
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Data mining technology comes in when this criteria becomes more complicated. Decision on
which criteria to use is solely depending on what is the objective of your customer
segmentation and how to utilize it (Baragoin et.al, 2001).
In data mining, segmentation means clustering (Bat'agoin, et.al, 200 I). The objective of
the segmentation produced by data mining is to discover the different groups of customers
suggested using the data hold about the customers, rather than by making some judgments
about what the most important characteristics are . In other words, it suggests that what the
business rules should be, rather than what you think they may be.
When developing customer segmentation using data mining, the most important part is
that the result should be meaningful from the business perspective and able to be utilized
further in real business envirorunents. One thing to keep in mind is that since the market
envirorunent is dynamically changing, the segmentation modeling process should be iterative
and the model should evolve as the market changes.
In general, Data mining will, if it is used correctly, allow to identify customer types that
had not been recognized before, and will inevitably lead to new ideas about the market
segments and the most appropriate way to offer new products and services to the new
customer groups that is discovered.
Saarenvilta (I998) noted that businesses could use customers' data to divide customers
into segments based on such variables as current customer profitability, a measure of the
~

lifetime value of a customer, and retention probability, which highlight visible marketing
opportunities.
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Saarenvirta (1998) in hi s article "mining customer data" had tried to prove the power of
data mining techniques for segmenting customers successfully than using stati stical methods.
Saarenvirta's research, there is the loyalty group in Canada runn ing an Air Miles Reward
program (AMRP) for a coalition of more than 125 Canadian companies in all industry
sectors, including finance, credit card, retail, grocery, gas and telecommunications. The
coalition partners capture consumer transaction and transmit them to loyalty group, which
stores these transactions and uses the data for database marketing initiatives by the coalition
partner. But Saarenvirta wanted to prove data mining effectiven ess in exploring better
customer segments than the loyalty group.
The primary source of the data for Saarenvirta's study consisted of 50,000 customer
transactions for a twelve months period directly extracted from the database of loyalty group.
He selected Intelligent Miner software as a tool and demographic clustering algorithm. He
did cleaning, data transformation, and aggregation for preparing the data for analysis.
Different techniques were used for handling missing values when the data is categorical and
numeric. For categorical values either filling it with unknown values or discarding the field if
large portion of data is mi ssing was done. And either assigning the mean value or assigning
zero value were the methods used for handling missing numerical values. There was also
ratio variables created for improving the result of data mining analysis by making the data
more meaningful. In addition, numeric data were changed to discrete ranges using quintile
break points for making the data easy to interpret.
Finally he selected nine variables as an input for the mining tool. Most of the variables can
measure the shareholder value of each customer. The result of hi s analysis indi cated nine
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different clusters, among them three clusters (cluster 2, 5, 7) contain the best customers
generating a high revenue per person than the other cl usters, cluster 8 and 4 were found to be
the worst clusters, and cluster I are customers with new customer records having unknown
behavior.
To conclude with, Saarenvirta proved the data mining technique could successfully
segment customers than statistical analysis and recommended that different marketing
strategies can be developed based on the result obtained from the analysis. As a result, the
loyalty group decided to understand several functions of data mining techniques.
Another study by Wiwattanacharoenchai and Srivihok (2003) indicated the importance of
the data mining technique, K-M eans, to study customer behavior and to segment customers
into clusters on electronic banking usage for Thai commercial banks in Thai land .
The target data used or the study was e-banking transactions from web log fil e for that
bank. There were 52,195 transactions collected from 1" to 3 1" of July 2002 . Each transaction
gave details of web usage including user accounts of those who accessed the web site,
requested web pages and their order, and the period of time pages were viewed.
After all data preparations were completed, those e-banking transactions collected with in
the specifi ed period of time were used as an input for segmentation analysis. The technique
selected for this study was K-means as the problem was clustering.
They selected five important variables for segmenting customers and the variables were
log in time, date, channel [Personal Computer or Automatic Teller Machine (ATM)],
language (Thai , English), and type of transactions. Among the five variables two of them
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had continuous va lues. For these continuous values transformation to categorical values was
made.
By using the data mining software, Minset and selecting K-Means algorithm to cluster,
they found five clusters. The majority of the customers in the five clusters accessed ebanking during the daytime. They suggested that because they can cause a heavy traffic in
the daytime, there should be a campaign for using e-banking during evening time or nigh time
to reduce the peak load. Moreover, they found those personal computers are more popular for
e- banking than ATM and few English-speaking customers used e-banking in the specified
bank.
Gokturk and Basgoze (2003) used data mining techniques to bui ld customer profiles of
one super market. They started the process by initial data co llection on both customer factual
(demographic) and transactional data . In marketing application based on customer

-------- -

purchasing history, the factual data includes demographic information such as name, gender,
birth date address, and salary. Transactional data consist of records of the customer purchase
during a specified period like purchase date, product purchased, amount paid, etc.
After the initi al data collection, they applied all the necessary steps to prepare the data for
analysis. Classification and regression trees were used to discover rules that describe the
behavior of individual customers. Finally rules generated after applying different rule
validation techniques were used to build the profiles of customers for the super market. They
recol11l11ended that it is favorab le to use customer profiling techniques to make inferences
before plmming marketing campaigns.
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Finally, in the case study at bank by Ahola and Rinta-Runsala (200 I), K-Means was also
applied to cluster bank customers into clusters with similar paying behavior. Paying behavior
refers to the use of cards, cash dispensers, on-line banking terminals, internet banking, direct
debiting, bank transfer, withdrawals from branch office, etc. Totally the paying behavior of
each customer is described with 11 variables which tell the number of times the customer
used each of the paying channels (cards, check, etc) during a period of six months.
Another 11 variables were derived by dividing the number of times the customer used
each of the paying channels by the total number of paying channels used. They tried to train
the model by using the tool SPSS and se lecting k-Means algorithm. Different values of K (K
set to 5, 10, and 20) were tried to reach to the appropriate number of clusters. The clustering
with K=5, resulted into four homogeneous and one heterogeneous clusters. Cash, web, ATM,
card, and mi scellaneous paying habits reflected in each clusters respectively. lncreasing the
number of clusters to 10 resulted in splitting of the miscellaneous clusters into sma ller one
with more distinct features without touching the remaining four clusters (cash, web, ATM,
and cards). With 10 clusters, the average distance of an observation from its cluster center is
about the same in all the clusters. But increasing the number of cluster to 20 resulted for each
cluster to be divided into two of the clusters obtained with k set to 10. When the numbers of
clusters were 20, each clusters contained very few number of customers and there was also
unnecessary splitting of clusters. Finally they conclude that the number of clusters should be
10 for indicating that the miscellaneous cluster is not one big cluster of heterogeneous
cluster, but in fact a group of smaller but more extreme clusters. They also applied
classification and regression trees for classifying customers into each clusters.
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Therefore clustering and classificatiori are two of the most important data mmmg
methodologies used in CRM.

2.9. Data Mining and Hotel Industry
The impOitance of the hotel induslIy for countries like Ethiopia is very significant. The
hotel industry brings visitors and business people to the heart of a community. They can feel
a compelling market made by accommodating visitors to area business and institutions. The
industry can generate sales for nearby retail and service business , and significant tax
revenues while creating many new jobs for local residents.
For a certain industry to be competent in the market, it should be able to understand
customers ' behavior, distinguish profitable customers from unprofitable customers, and
retain loyal and valuable customers so that it can remain competent in the market by
developing and implementing appropriate marketing strategies. This needs the integration of
CRM and data mining.
As Magninni (2003) noted, in the hotel industry knowing your guests--where they come
from, how much they spend, and when and on what they spend can help you formulate
marketing strategies and maximize profits. Fueled by the proliferation of centralized
reservation and property-management systems, hotel corporations accumulate large amounts
of consumer data. This infonnation can be organized and integrated in databases that can
then be tapped to guide marketing decisions. However, identifying important variables and
relationships located in these consumer-information systems can be a difficult task. Data
mining can be instnllnental in overcoming such obstacles. Data mining techniques enable the
hotel industry to understand changing customer wants and predict future demand trends. By
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using data mining, customers can be classified by segment and then reveal clusters within or
across segments and spot unexpected changes in purchases with an eye to determining why
that occtllTed- for example, by associating purchase behavior with advertising campaigns or
loyalty programs promotions. In addition, data mining techniques can enable to forecast
future customer actions based on trends in the data.
Min et al (2002) used data mining technique for discovering the answers for the following
questions by the use of the customer data who had stayed at eleven different luxury hotels
showing similar characteristics in terms of price, location and service amenities. The
questions to be so lved were:
~

Which customers are likely to return to the same hotel as repeat guest?

~

Which customers are at greatest risk of defecting to other competing hotels?

~

Which service attributes are more important to which customers?

~

How to segment the customer population into profitable or unprofitable
customers?

~

Which segment of the customers best fits the current service capacity of the
hotel?

Some 281 customers attending in one or more of the eleven hotels representing many
different nationalities and various demographic sectors were selected. Questionnaires asking
for the information about demographic profiles (e.g. age, occupation, nationality), frequency
of their hotel visitation, the purpose of their travel, relative importance of service attributes to
overall service quality, and the level of customer satisfaction based on service experiences
were distributed with the help of surveyors. Finally the response obtained consisted of
85.15% from the target sample size of281 participants.
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After collecting all the necessary data, they prepared the data for analysis and tried to
categorize numerical data like age to categorical values during data preparation step.
The purpose of the study was to answer the questions indicated, by generating sets of rules
that can easily be understood by the hotel managers. Hence, CS.O was selected for building
decision trees using the data mining software Clementine 6.0.
At last they generated very important "if then" rules that can answer the questions
indicated so that hotels can classify the existing customers database into certain types of
segmentation and then predict a customer's behavior in selecting a particular hotel.
From this chapter the major concepts of data mining and its application for better CRM
were discussed. It can be understood that, data mining is not simply one discipline but a
combination of different disciplined, and the process of mining (discovering) knowledge has
iterative processes, starting from data collection to knowledge presentation. The importance
of building a data warehouse, and the data mining techniques used for this study; clustering
and classification particularly, K-Means and decision tree are also discussed in detail. Finally
different related literatures on the application of data mining for effective CRM were also
reviewed. Generally from this chapter, it can be understood that integrating data mining with
CRM is very important in order to make businesses especially the hotel industry competent
and profitable. The next chapter discusses what is CRM and related topics.
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CHAPTER THREE
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
3.1. Introdllction
Because the research is about developing customer segmentation and classification model
to help in better CRM, it is important to understand what CRM is. In this chapter, an attempt
was made to review literatures on the concepts of CRM and key issues in CRM such as
components of CRM, customer segmentation, and customer loyalty. In addition, background
about the study area (Ethiopia hotel) and what CRM activities the hotel considers were also
discussed.

3.2 The meaning ojCRM
The term CRM has been applied to almost every element of business that even remotely
inlera~ls

wi lh a customer. It consists of separate words. Which are "customer",

"relationship'l and "lnanagemenf'
Customer is the only source of the company's present profit and future growth. However,
all customers can't be profitable and those profitable with less resource are always limited.
Differl ntiating which customers are the real customers is the most difficult task in CRM.
Relationship between a company and its customers involves continuous bi-directional
communication and interaction. The type of relationship can be short term or long term,
continuous or discreet, repeating or one time, and attitudinal or behavioral.
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Management covers marketing management, manufacturing management, human

resource management, service management, sales management, and research and
development management.
From these words together, CRM can simply be understood as the process of managing
relationship of customers with the business film. There are many touch points that customers
and the business finn interact. It is concemed with managing direct or indirect contacts of
customers with the finn including marketing, manufacturing, customer service, field sales
and field services.
Some times people consider CRM as only marketing strategy. But traditional marketing
strategies focused on the price, product, promotion and place to increase market share. The
main concem of traditional marketing strategies was to increase the volume of transaction
between seller and buyer. And hence the good measure of performance was volume of
transaction.
But CRM is business strategy that goes beyond increasing transaction volume. Its objective is
to increase profitability, revenue and customer satisfaction.
Parvatiyarl & Sheth (200 I) cites that:
CRM is a comprehensive strategy and process of acquiring, retaining, and
partnering with selective customers to create superior value for the company
and the customer through the integration of marketing, sales, customer service,
and the supply-chain functions of the organization to achieve greater
efficiencies and effectiveness in delivering customer value.
Moedritscher (2002) also points out that CRM is a customer oriented business philosophy
that involves analyzing, plalming and controlling customer relationships by means of modem
information and conununication technology. It is concerned with the creation, development
and enhancement of individualization customer relationship with carefully targeted
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customers and customer groups. The customer centric view combined with preferential
treatment of selected customers should result in maximizing customer relationship in the long
run, both for the company and its customers.
The benefits of CRM to customers are, increased convenience and speed of service, and
the benefit to organizations is their ability to develop profitable customer-focused strategies.
In general, CRM is about integrating marketing strategies, process, technology, and people to
improve service delivery, build social bonds with customers and secure customers loyalty by
keeping long tenn, mutually beneficial relationships with valued customers selected from a
pool of customers. To attain the objectives, CRM has its basic principl es. Basic principles of
CRM are: treating customer individually, attaining and acquiring customer loyalty through
personal relationship, and selecting good customer instead of non valuable customer. The
reason why customers should be treated individually is because customers have different
preferences and behavior, and the profitability or value of them also varies. Hence there has
to be strategies to keep the right customers who generate the most profits. TIu·ough
differentiation, a company can allocate its limited resources to obtain better returns. The best
customer deserves the most customer care.
All of these measures imply doing a better job acquiring and processi ng internal data to
focus on how the company is performing at the customer level.

3.3. Components ofCRM
The components ofCRM are:
a). A database of customer activity
b). Analysis of the database
c). Given the analysi s, decisions about which customers to target.
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d) . Tools for targeting the cllstomers
e). How to build relationships with the targeted customers.
t). Metrics for measuring the success of the CRM program

a) Creating a Cllstolller Database
A necessalY step to a complete CRM solution is the construction of a customer database
or information file. This is the foundation for any CRM activity.
The database should contain infonnation about the following:
~

Transactions

~

Customer contacts

~

Descriptive information

~

Response to marketing stimuli

b) Analyzing the Data
The database containing information about daily transactions, customer contacts,
descriptive infOlmation and response to marketing stimuli should be analysed by using
different software for customer segmentation, direct marketing, prediction of risks, crossselling and different analysis for better CRM

c) Customer Selection
Given the construction and analysis of the customer information contained in the database,
the next step is to consider which customers to target with the firm 's marketing programs.
The results from the analysis could be of various types. If segmentation type analyses were
perfonned on purchasing or related behavior, the customers in the most desired segments
(e.g., highest purchasing rates, greatest brand loyalty) would normally be selected first. Other
segments could also be chosen depending upon additional factors. For example, if the
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customers in the heaviest purchasing segment already purchase at a rate that implies further
purchasing is unlikely, a second tier with more potential would also be attractive.
The marketing manager can use a number of criteria such as simply choosi ng those
customers that are profitable (or projected to be). The goal is to use the customer profitability
analysis to separate customers that will provi de the most long-tenn profits from those that are
currently hurting profits. This allows the manager to "fire" customers that are too costly to
serve relative to the revenues being produced.

d) Targeting lite Custolllers
Mass marketing approaches such as television, radio, or print advertising are useful for
generating awareness and achieving other communications objectives, but they are poorlysuited for CRM due to their impersonal nature. More conventional approaches for targeting
selected customers include a portfolio of direct marketing methods such as telemarketing,
direct mail, and, when the nature of the product is suitable, direct sales.
In particular, the new mantra, " I-to- I" marketing, has come to mean using the Internet to
facilitate individual relationship building with customers. An extremely popular form of
Internet-based direct marketing is the use of personalized e-mails.

e) Building Relationship Programs
While customer contact through direct e-mail offeringsisausefulcomponentofCRM.it
is more of a technique for implementing CRM than a program itself. Relationships are not
built and sustained with direct e-mails themselves but rather through the types of programs
that are available for which e-mail may be a delivery mechanism. To keep the selected or
targeted customers, different relationship programs like Customer service, Frequency/loyalty
programs, Rewards programs should be established.
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The overall goal of relationship programs is to deliver a higher level of customer
satisfaction than competing firms. There has been a large volume of research in this area.
Managers today realize that customers match realizations and expectations of product
perfonnance, and that it is critical for them to deliver such perfonnance at higher and higher
levels as expectations increase due to competition, marketing communications, and changing
customer needs (Winte, 2000). Thus, managers must constantly measure satisfaction levels
and develop programs that help to deliver performance beyond targeted customer
expectations.
j) Metrics

The increased attention paid to CRM means that the traditional metrics used by managers
to measure the success of their products and services in the marketplace have to be updated.
Financial and market-based indicators like profitability, market share, and profit margins
have been and will continue to be important. However, in a CRM world, increased emphasis
is being placed on developing measures that are customer-centric and give tbe manager a
better idea of how CRM policies and programs are working.
Some of these CRM-based measures are the following:

»
»
»
»

Customer acquisition costs
Conversion rates (from lookers to buyers)
Retention/chum rates
Loyalty measures.

All of these measures imply doing a better job acquiring and processing internal data to
focus on how the company is performing at the customer level.
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3.4 Customer Loyalty
With the increased importance being placed on customer satisfaction in today's business
climate, many companies are focusing

011

the customer loyalty as the key to increase market

share. Many business managers who are going to implement CRM strategies should be able
to understand what customer loyalty means and what should be done to earn the customer
loyalty?
Any person

III

the business world knows that there is a positive relationship between

customer loyalty and profitability. The increased profit from loyalty comes from reduced
marketing costs, increased sales and reduced operational costs. Loyal customers are less
likely to switch because of price and they make more purchases than similar non-loyal
customers. This means, companies will be able to segment customers into those who are
highly loyal and those who are less loyal. In response to these findings, companies focus all
their marketing activities on the loyal customer segment.
Then what is customer loyalty and how is it measured? Loyal customers are customers
who repurchase from the same service provider whenever possible, and who continues to
recommend or maintain a positive attitude towards the service provider (Kandampully &
Suhartanto, 2000). Michud (2000) also defines loyalty as when you make personal
connection with your customers and let them know that you hear what they are saying and
then prove it by being responsive to their needs, you are building loyalty that influences
behavior. Loyalty is always going to be on relationships and that is what you want.
There are measurements of customer loyalty, which are behavioral and attitudinal
measurements. The behavioral measurement considers, repetitive purchase behavior as an
indicator of loyalty. But repeated purchases are not always the result of psychological
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commitment towards the brand (Tepeci in Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2000). For example, a
traveler may stay at a hotel because it is the most convenient location. When a new hotel
opens across the street, they switch because the new hotel offers better services. Hence,
repeated purchase does not always mean commitment. The attitudinal measurements use
attitudinal data to reflect the emotional and psychological attachment inherent in loyalty . The
attitudinal measurements are concerned with sense of loyalty, engagement and allegiance.
There are times when a customer holds a favorabl e attitude towards a hotel, but he or she
does not stay at the hotel because of the reason that the hotel was expensive for him or her
but still recommends the hotel to others.
Combining the two measurements of customer loyalty is best approach to evaluate the
customer who is very likely to remain with the company. Because it combines the two
dimensions, measures loyalty by customers' preference, propensity of brand-switching,
frequency of purchase, recency of purchase and total amount of purchase (Pritchard and
Howard, 1997; Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2000).
There are factors, which lead to customer loyalty. Anderson, et.al (1994) found that
customer satisfaction and service quality are prerequisites of customer loyalty. Customer
satisfaction is considered to be one of the most important outcomes of all marketing activities
in market-oriented firm. The ultimate need for satisfying firm's customer is to expand the
business, to gain a higher market share, and to acquire valuable customers, all of which lead
to improved profitability.
Gettty and Thompson (1994) based on their findings suggest that customers' intentions to
reconunend are a function of their perception of both their satisfaction and service quality.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a strong relationship between customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty.

3.5 Customer segmentation
For most business firms, locating and effectively targeting unique market segments is both
a reality and a necessity in today's competitive market place. Creative market segmentation
strategies usually afford the business organization a strategic advantage over their
competitors and provide marketing efficiencies that greatly improve customer retention and
profitability. If a firm can address its markets by way of a creative new vision of how that
market is structured and operates, and can uncover the needs and wants of the segments
therein, then it has the opportunity to act on that vision to enhance its own profitability, often
at the expense of the competition.
Customer segmentation is one of the most important CRM strategies, which is also part of
market segmentation. The word segmentation is a way to have more targeted communication
with customers. It is the process of putting population into segments according to their
affi nity or similar characteristics.
Bounsaythip and Rinta-Runsala (200 I) describes customer segmentation as the process of
di viding customers into homogeneous groups, where customers within each group are similar
to each other than to others on the basis of shared or common attributes.
Customer segmentation describes the division of customers into homogeneous groups, which
wi ll respond differently to promotions, communications, advertising and other marketing mix
variables. A different marketing mix can target each group, or "segment," because the
segments are created to minimize inherent differences between respondents within each
segment and maximize differences between each segment. In segmentation, th e obj ective is
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to group consumers into relatively homogeneous groups that respond in a sim il ar manner to
marketing activities. The chosen segmentation characteristics (wishes, needs, knowledge) of
consumers should allow the resulting clusters to be homogeneous withi n and heterogeneous
between the segments.
Variables useful for description of the segments can be used as the basis for segmentation.
Kotler (\998) defines the following segmentation variables:

•

~

Geographical

~

Demographical

~

Psychographical and

~

Behavioral

Demographic variables -

Age, gender, income, marital status, education ,

occupation, household size, length of residence, type of residence, etc.
•

Geographic variables -

City, state, zip code, census tract, region, metropolitan or

rural location, population density, climate, etc.
•

Psychographics variables -

Attitudes, lifestyle, hobbies, risk aversion, personality

traits, leadership traits, magazines read, television programs watched, etc.
•

Behavioral variables - loya lty, usage level, benefits sought, distribution channels
used, reaction to marketing factors, etc.

Kotler (1998) suggests that th e approach of segmenting according to behaviora l variable is
superior in most cases. He also suggests that the main advantage of segmenting according to
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behavioral variable is creation of a relatively homogeneity of segments solution according to
selected behavioral characteristics.
Segmentation is important of the following reason:
•

It is easier to address the needs of smaller groups of customers, particularly if they

have many characteristics in common
•

Identify under-served or un-served markets. Segmentation can allow also a new
company or new product to target less contested buyers and help a mature product
seek new buyers.

•

More efficient use of marketing resources by focusing on the best segments for your
offering-

product, price, promotion, and place (distribution). Segmentation can help

you avoid sending the wrong message or sending your message to the wrong people.
However there are some difficulties m making good segmentation (Bounsaythip, 2001).
These are:
•

Relevance and quality of data are essential to develop meaningful segments. If
the company has insufficient customer data or too much data, then it can lead to
complex and time-consuming analysis. If the data is poorly organized then it is
also difficult to extract interesting information. Furthermore, the resulting
segmentation can be too complicated for the organization to implement
effectively. The use of too many segmentation can also be confusing, resulting in
segments which are unfit for management decision making

•

Segmentation demands continuous development and updating as new customer
data is acquired. In addition, effective segmentation strategies will influence the
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behavior of the customers affected by them; thereby necessi tating revision and
reclassification of customers.
•

A segment can become too small or insuffici ently di stinct to justify treatment as
segments.

Therefore, care should be taken in segmentation process to avoid the above difficulties.

3.6. CRM and Ethiopia Hotel
3.6.1 Ethiopia Hotel
Ethiopia hotel is a historical govenunent hotel in Ethiopia. Its construction was initiated
by the establishment of the organization of African union in Addis Ababa and was meant to
acconunodate guests coming to attend meetings and conferences. The hotel was initially
constructed to serve as a guesthouse.
There are two branches of Ethiopia Hotel in Addis Ababa namely Harambie Hotel and
Sky Restaurant. The hotel has 340 employees out of which 227 are males and the rest 11 3 are
females. The hotel has 147 rooms for renting at an average rate of 200 Birr per room. During
the last fi scal year total gross sales of the hotel was 4,113 ,032 Birr collected from room sales,
food and beverage, and from different miscellaneous sales. Ninety percent of thi s amount
was obtai ned from room renting which is the major source of income for the hotel
(2003 /2004 budget year annul report by Ethiopia Hotel Enterprise).

With expansion of the hotel industry in the country, the hotel needs to improve the quality
and quantity of services so as to remain competent in the business . One of the key factors for
the continued survival and proliferation of hotels is their ability to provide services to the
changing preferences of customers. These can be achieved through customer segmentation.
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Therefore Ethiopia hotel has to start developing of CRM strateg
ies to keep its va luable
customers and loyal.

3.6.2. Relationship Programs
One of the main strategies used for effective CRM is adopting
different relationship
programs. The main objective of these programs is to deliver a higher
level of customer
satisfaction than competent firms . In Ethiopia hotel customers are usually
called guests.

3.6.2.1. Customers Service
Any contact (" touch points") that a customer has with a firm is a
customer service and
has the potential to gain repeated business and keep CRM. In Ethiop
ia hotel, when the
customer has a problem, the guest can communicate directly or by
using the telephone line
with front office mange rs.
In most of the cases, the customers initiall y come to the hotel throug
h different travel agents.
The marketing department of the hotel has a direct communication
with the travel agents.
When guests come to the hotel throug h a travel agent, the agent will
be paid a commi ssion
which is 15% of the revenue obtained from room sales.
But it doesn' t mean that there is no customer who makes direct contac
t with hotel. Some
customers communicate with the hotel at reception directly throug
h telephone to make
reservations.

3.6.2.2. Loyalt y/ Frequen cy Programs
These progra ms provid e rewards to customers for repeat purcha se
(visits). In Eth iopia
hotel there is no defined reward program establi shed for motiva
ting customers who
repeatedly visit the hotel. What is done is simply, if a guest has come
repeatedly to hotel, and
if he asks for a bonus· to front office manager, they can get the bonus
depending on how
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much loyal he or she is. But the loya lty of guests is determined only if front office
department remembers physically that he or she has come repeatedly. There is no any
information system designed to determine the loyalty of the customer.
In this chapter, different concepts of CRM, historical background about Ethiopia hotel,
and what CRM activities were considered in the hotel are discussed. From this, it is not
possible to conclude that the hotel has established good CRM . The next chapter deals with
how the hotel's data are collected, prepared and analyzed for building customer segmentation
model. And from the analysis, what kind of customers are there in the hotel, who are
profitable and non profitable, and what are the ru les used for assigning new customer records
to identified customer segments are obtained.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EXPERIMENTATION
4.1. Introduction
As the main objective of the research is to apply data mining tools and techniques on
Ethiopia hotel's customer data for effective CRM, thi s chapter is the most important part of
the research . In this chapter data collection, preparation and analys is processes were dea lt.
The process of building clustering and classification models by using the algorithm K-Means
and decision tree respectively were also discussed. Thi s research incorporates all the typical
stages that characterize data mining process, especially the CRoss-Industry Standard Process
for Data Mining (CRlSP-DM) process cycle (CRlSP-DM, 2000). Therefore, the steps
followed were based on CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining which is
mentioned as fo llows;

Data mining
goal

Data
understandin

g

Model
building

Data

PVOI""7

deployment

Figure 2: Steps of th e crisp-OM processes

4.2. Data Mining Goals
The first data mining goal is to identify the most important variables from the data
collected that can be used for clustering model building. As a result, the second data mining
goal that is segmenting group of customers with similar characteristics can be achieved by
using these variables. Thi s will greatly help for understanding customers. A clear
understanding of customers is the basis of taking targeted action to each group of customers.
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In order to provide segments that can be explainable to domain experts, emphasis was given
to data preparation and an exploratory data analysis. This process allowed the identification
of important attributes as input fo r the model building phase. The last data mining goal is to
build a classification

mo~ that

can generate rules for assigning new customer records to the

already identified segments by using a decision tree learning method. This can be achieved
by using the cluster index as dependant variables and the rest selected variables as
independent variables.
The success criterion for this data mining project is the discovery of customer segments
which are mean ingful to domain experts and building a classification model for generating

-,

rules that can classify new customer records properly to the identified seglYents.

4.2.1 Data Mining Tool Selection
Among the factors cons idered in the selection process for an appropriate data mining tool,
the important factors were:
•

The data mining tasks that the tool is intended for (clustering and classification)

•

The algorithms supported (K-means and

•

Operating system and hardware requirement: the hardware requirements on which the

deci~

trees)

software runs (Intel 32-bit, 256 RAM) and a MS Windows operating system .
•

Data sources: possible formats for the data that is to be analyzed (MS Excel)

•

Size: the maximum number of records the software can comfortab ly handle (up-to
10,000 records)

•

Visualization capabilities

Tools that can meet the above criteria were searched and were found to be Clementine,
Intelligent Miner data mi ning too ls, and Knowledge studio version 4. 1. 1. But the cost of
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Clementine and Intelligent Miner data mining tools were beyond the budget allocated for this
project. So, the researcher selected and used Knowledge studio version 4.1.1, which is freely
accessible from the department of information science in Addis Ababa University.
Knowledge studio provides a number of ways to visually explore and express patterns in the
data. It also helps the whole data mining process- from preparing the data through producing
the final graphs and reports .

4.3 Data Understanding
The next step of data mining goal is to understand the collected data. In this study, most of
the data are collected from day to day transactions and it is used for administrati ve purposes.
Therefore, in order to fulfill the data requirements for this experiment, the existing data
situation should be studied and all the necessary data for the study should be collected
carefully
4.3.1. Data collectioll
In order to achieve the above goals, the data was collected in two steps;
I . Initially only two months data was collected from the database which was
maintained through NCR Easy application hotel software in June 2004 which the
hotel used only for two months (June and July) due to lack of technical
manpower. The data from this software was converted into MS-Excel
2. Another two months data was added by entering manually into MS-Excel
f

(August and September). Totally four months data were collected.
The data collected for thi s research , consists of three sources; which were resident
summary, guest entry registration, and derived attributes from the existing data.
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1. The guest entry registration form consists of name, number of person, room
number, bill number,

roo~

occupied, nationality, profession, date of arrival ,

duration of stay, purpose of visit, where she/he is coming from and going to,
passport number, and address.
2. The resident SUllunary consist of daily status of the [!:ansfer, presence or check
out and payment of charge of customers containing room number, bill number,
room charge, value added tax, service charge, extra revenue, payment, and total
charge
3. In addition to the above attributes, attributes such as number of days
stayed(actual duration of stay), frequency of visit, total room charge and total
revenue were derived from the application software.
The derived attributed were obtained in the application software in the following way, the
fie lds obtained on daily residence sununary were only avai lable for each day. But the total
amount can be obtained by adding the amounts in each row containing the same information
about each customer. To know the actual duration of stay, one can count the number of rows
with the same information about each customer in resident summary table. If one wants to
know the frequency of hotel visit, go through for the different bill number in the resident
summary or count the number of rows infonning about the same customer in guest entry
registration table.
On the other hand, it was only possible to extract residence sununary report for each day
from the application software. Hence, for the two months data 6~ fi les, one file for each day
had been extracted. In order to extract all the important variables from the data, all these fi les
were merged together to form a co llection of residence summary report constituting for the
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two months period. The guest entry registration table can be totally extracted once to the
excel format. So there were two tables obtained from the database; guest entry registration
form and residence summary. Thi s process can be shown as the figure below:

Rcsid sum
Ethiopia
hotel DB
(NCR

Resid sum one

Easy
hotel
Applicati
on)

61 files
extract

Olle

Resid su m

two

cd to
Resid su m

Resid sum three,

etc

~

Rcsid sum
three. etc

(In MS excel
format)

Guest entry
registration
form

extracted

Merged
residence
summary
Guest entry
registration
form
(both in excel
format)

Figure 3:The processes of extractin g data from the co mputerized system part.

Another process taken, was entering data from the manual documents and books to the
computer in the excel format. Two tables (worksheets) were created by feeding data from
collection of the guest entry registration forms (cards) and daily residence summary book. As
a result, guest entry registration database containing demographic data and residence
sununary containing financial data of customers in electronic format were the final out puts
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of this process constituting of two months data (August and September, 2004). The process
of data entry is shown in the figure below:

G uest entry
registration form

(paper forms)

Converted to
electronic format

R es i d CIi Cc

sum m ary

(M S Excel)

Residence

summary

(Paper book)

GI€stentry
fonn
~Excel)

Figure 4:the process of converting manual data to electronic MS Excel format

A total of four months data were collected; two months data from computerized database,
and two months data from the manual documents . Here there were two pairs of similar tables
obtained from each group. Both groups were merged to foml a large collection of data.
To prepare the data for final analysis, the two tables again should be integrated into one
table. That means evelY record should contain both the demographic and financial data in the
form of one table. For this purpose the imp0l1ant variables were bill number, date of alTival
and name of guest. How these tables were integrated was discussed on data preparation part.
But all the variables extracted are not important, the only important fields taken into
consideration are bill number,

date~of

alTival, narlW of guest,

nat~na li ty,

room occupied,
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number of persons, duration of stay, purpose of visit, profession, date of arrival, room charge,

.-

board charge, extra charge, and number of rows the customer's detai l was recorded.

4.3.2. Description of the data
The fo llowing tables were obtained from the initial data collected using MS·Excel:
1. Guest registration table: it consisted of the total data of 7113 records of customers with
.. -

the fo llowing attributes stated in the table below.
Attribute/ Field name

Data type

Description

Name

Text

The name of the guest

No. Room Deep

Number

T he number room occupied by each pe rson

No.perso n

Number

Number of persons number of person staying

Room No.

Text

The room occupied Identification number

Bill No

Text

Bill number

Nationality

Text

Nationality of guests

Profess ion

Text

Profession of guests

Date arrival

Date

Time of arrival of the guest

Durtn Stay

Number

Number of days to stay

Purpose of visit

Text

The purpose of coming to hotel or country

Origin of the guest

Text

Where is he/she coming from

Destination of the guest

Text

Where is he/she going to

Table 1 :Attributes of guest registration worksheet
2. Resident summary table: it consisted of the total data of 10,5 90 records of
customers with the fo llowing attributes stated in the table below.
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Attribute/Field name

Data type

Description

Name

Text

Name of the guest

RoomNo

Text

The room number occupied

Bill No

Text

Bill number

Date arri val

Date

The time guest arriva l

Room charge

Number

Revenue from room rent

Extra charge

Number

Additional revenue from other

services
Service tax

Number

10% service tax

Sales tax

Number

15% sa les tax

Ttl deductn

Number

The sum of sales and service lax

Brought forward

Number

Amount brought from yesterday

Totallodate

Number

Accumulated total revenue

Payment

Number

Payment of charge

Table 2: attributes of resident summary worksheet

The discrepancy in number of records in guest entry registration table and in resident
summary table was because, the software that the hotel had used for two months, was used
for transaction processing i.e. every detail of daily transaction were processed as a result the
customer detail can appear repeatedly on the same database. Every time the cllstomer visits
the hotel, the detail of this cllstomer will appear on the guest entry regi stration table to
number of times he/she made . On res ident summary, the detail of this customer will appear
number times he/she stayed in the hotel. How this redundancy can be handled is discussed in
the data preparation part (4.4.1)
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4.3.3. Dala Quality Verificatioll
There were some missing values identified in two different ways. Some of the attributes or
the entire of the individual detail can be missing. There were a lot of missing values on the
attributes "origin of the guest" and " destination of the guest" attributes. To solve this
problem, the domain experts in the field informed the researcher that most of the time "origin
of the guest" represents "nationality". "Origin of the guest" can be deleted because the
information obtained from this field , can be obtained from the nationality field. "Destination
of the guest" was also discarded as it contains a lot of missing values.
The researcher found, during the study that there was no consistency in the database. The
same customer name found in different places with different spelling Hence, in order to
maintain integrity on the database the researcher followed the procedure given below:
1. Sort the database by name

2. If differently spelled but simi lar names appears in different rows with reference
to same bill.No, bill-Date and room number then delete redundant records
3. Else match with profession and nationality, if match then delete redundant
records.
In addition, the researcher found that the resident information (IQO records) were missing
due to un-safe maintaince of records in the hotel. Hence the records with the missing
infonnation were deleted.

•
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4.4. Data Preparation
Data preparation involves a series of steps to provide the final data set for modeling. It
includes data selection, cleaning, transformation and integration.

Deployment

Data
prcparat
ion

Data
selection

Data
cleaning

Data integration
and transfotmation

Figure 5: The data preparation phases

4.4.1. Data Selection
Selection decisions were made on the data to be used for analysis . The criteria include
relevance to the data mining goals as well as quality constraints. The initial data extracted
contains irrelevant attributes like service tax, sales tax, brought forward, and redundant
customers' detail infotmation. Service and sales taxes were excluded from the dataset
because the two fields depend on the total revenue obtained and they give the same
information as the total revenue.
The total amount of revenue generated by each customer was obtained by adding Room
charge and extra charge generated during his/her stay at the hotel. Therefore brought forward
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field was not important for deriving the total amount of revenue field (attribute) and
discarded from the data.
The software that the hotel had used for two months, was used for transaction processing i.e.
every detail daily transactions were processed. As a result the customer detail can appear
repeatedly on the same database. For example, if customer stays six days visiting the hotel
for two times, demographic data (on guest entry registration form) of this customer appears
for two times where as financial data (on resident summery) appears for six times in the
database. That is because there was discrepancy in number of records in guest entry
registration table and in resident summary table. Therefore, care should be taken to eliminate
redundant information without losing any information. In order to eliminate redundant
infonnation, the researcher adopts the following procedures;
1. On the resident summary table, look for rows informing about the same

customer and count the number of rows (this gave duration of stay by each
customer). Add total room charge and total extra charge of these rows and
put them in a separate column along with one of the rows. And finally
delete the rest redundant rows .
2. On the guest entry registration fOlID, count the number of rows of data
informing about the same customer. This gives the number of times the
customer paid visit (number of visits) and put it together in a separate
column with one of the rows by deleting the rest of the rows.

4.4.2. Data cleaning
As Han and Kembar (200 I) noted data cleaning helps to clean the data by filling in
missing values, smoothing noisy data, identifying or removing outliers, and resolving
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inconsistencies . Dirty data (data which are not clean) may cause confusion for the mining
procedure, resulting in unreliable output. There are various recommendations as to how to
compute miss ing va lues of key attributes such as, ignoring the tuples, fill ing the missing
values manually, using global constant, using the attribute mean to fill in the missing va lues,
or using the most probable value to fill in missing values (Han and Kembar, 200 1). For this
study the researcher, has used two methods; such as using the attribute, mean to fi ll in the

=---

missing values and fi lling the mi ss ing values manually.
There were 300, 300, 207, and 40 mi ss ing values on the attributes Profession, Purpose of
visit, Room charge, and NoDay respectively. The technique applied for handling the missing
values of Profession was, fi lling the most frequent value of the customers' profession
grouped under the same nationality. If all the records' of Profession field 's value under the
same group of nationality is missing, the technique of fillin g the most frequent profession
value of the total population was fi lled ("business man"). The purpose of visit attribute has
four values; 'transit ', 'business ' , ' tourist' and 'other' . The hotel has fixed room rate when the
type of customers are transit, so by looking the room rate, it was possible to identify whether

,

the purpose of visit was transit. So it was found out that 200 records in wh ich purpose of visit
value were mi ssing, were known to be 'transit' and the rest 100 records in which purpose of
,

visit value were missing, can be 'tourist', 'business' or 'other'. Among these three values, the
most frequent value was 'other' and hence this value was replaced on the place of the rest
100 missing records. On the other hand, for the attribute room charge there were 207 missing
records among these 107 records were transit type of cllstomer and hence replaced manually
by the fixed price rate set by the hotel. The rest 100 records were replaced by the mean value
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of room charge. There were also 40 records in which

N~Days

has missing values and they

were replaced by the values ofDrn stay (duration of stay) on guest registration form.
The attributes origin and destination of the guest has a lot of missing values and hence
they were not included in the dataset as indicated on the data quality verification part of the
study (section, 4.3.3). There were also inconsistencies on the name of customers. The name
of the same customer may have different spelling. This was handled by applying the
solutions indicated in data quality and verification section of the study.

4.4.3. Data Trans/ormation and Aggregation
Since the data set that Knowledge Studio accepts is a single

mi~ table,

the two tables

namely, guest entry registration table, and resident summary table should be integrated in a
single table. The fact that Knowledge Studio has Open Database Connection (OOBC)
facilities enables the researcher to import the data set directly from the data malt, which is
constructed using MS excel. In addition, Knowledge Studio has options for choosing which
of the attributes to be considered in building a model from the 'single table' dataset.
The guest entry registration fonn database and the resident su nunary database were
integrated together so as to put the full infonnation of each customer into one table and this
was done by, matching the name of guest and the Bill number of both tables. So the final
dataset contains 5787 number of records. As indicated on data cleaning phase, some of the
records of resident sununary matches were not found on guest entry registration form due to
unsafe keeping of cards used for recording guest demographic data.
After integrating the two tables (databases) into one, it was found important to generalize

I

the attribute nationality in to higher-level concept "region" referring to the region where
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to be available in one
customers are coming from so that it would make enough records
category of region.
the existing attributes
According to Saarenvilta (1998 indicated) creating new attributes from
attributes from the
can improve the result of data mining models . So there are derived
model building.
available attributes in the database which are included in the dataset for
The derived attributes were:
1. Total revenue obtained for each person (RevfNo Person)

= total

revenue!number

of person
2. Average revenue obtained for each day stayed (RevfNO Days)

=

total revenue!

number of days
revenue! number
3. Average revenue obtained for each visit (RevfNo Visits) = total
of visits
4. Average numbe r of days stayed for each visit (No Days!v isit)

= number of days!

number of visits
Rooms)
5. Average revenue obtained for each room occupied (Rev! NO

=

total

revenue! numbe r of rooms occupied
to common ranges
To help the algorithm recognize patterns, inputs must be arranged
ing model it is very
usually between 0 and 1 or - 1 and 1. Particu larly, for building cluster
prevent attributes with
important to normalize the input data since normalization helps to
r ranges. Knowledge
initially large ranges from outweighing attributes with initially smalle
attributes values, scalar
studio normalizes the input data automatically and for numeric
I-of-N method was
method of norn1ali zation was se lected and for nominal attribute values
selected from knowledge studio.
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Finally, the dataset prepared for analysis contained the attributes shown in the table below:

Attribute/Field name

Data type

Description

Name

Text

Full Name of the guest

Region

Text

The region where they come from

No Person

Number

Number of guests occupied room

Profession

Text

The profession of guests

Room Occupied

Number

Number Name of the guest

Om of stay

Number

Number of days to stay

Purpose of visit

Text

Purpose of coming to the hotcl

Bill No

Text

Bill number

Date arrival

Date

The time of guest arrival

Room Ttl

Number

Total Revenue from room rent

Extra charge Ttl

Number

Total Additional revenue from other services

Ttl Revenue

Number

Total revenue generated

No Days

Number

Number of days stayed

Ttl RevfNoDays

Number

Average revenue generated per day

TURev/Visit

Number

A verage revenue generated per visit

A vg DayNisit

Number

The average number of days stayed per each visit

Rev/room Occupied

Number

Revenue generated per each room occupied

Table 3: Attributes of the final dataset

4.5 Model Building
4.5.1 Selection of Modeling Technique
The segmentation technique was chosen to identity customer behavior. Segmentation is
also known as the clustering techniqne, which is mainly used for the customer segmentation.
Clustering is selected; as it is direct data mining technique (where there is no class to be
predicted but rather when the instances are to be divided into natural groups) helps to identity
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segments without having prior knowledge about the segments to be discovered. After the
segments are identified, new customer records should be classified to the already identified
segments by using a widely applicable classification learning method called decision tree.
Decision trees have a significant advantage because they can be built manually, easily to
explain and operations are completely interactive, and they can benefit from powerful
visualization features.
Knowledge studio has two clustering algorithms; K-Means and Expectation Maximization
algorithms. K-Means was selected, as it is the most popular simple and straightforward
clustering technique. In addition, knowledge studio software (data mining tool developed by
Angoss software Corporation) supported the use of K-means for most situations except when
there are large amount of missing values.
For decision tree learning the software supports two algorithms KnowledgeSeeker and
HeatSeeker. Knowledge Seeker was selected, as it is a powerful, flexible algorithm that is
especia lly good for exploration purposes and manual tree building. It can also handle a large
amount of variables with either a continuous or discrete dependent variable. But HeatSeeker
is good for automatically generating a tree and performs better with fewer variables.
Attributes with initially large ranges outweigh attributes with initially smaller ranges when
the input data are not nonnalized in the case of K-means. For this problem the Knowledge
Studio can automatically normalizes data for both numeric and non-numeric attributes.
Because outliers may affect the perfonnance of k-Means algorithm, care should be taken to
remove outliers in the dataset.
For decision trees even though it can handle both continuous values and discrete values,
the accuracy wi ll be improved if all the variables are discrete. Based on this logic, the
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continuous values are converted in to discrete values after building the clustering model for
classification model building.

4.5.2 Test Desigll
Building clustering model does not need testing dataset because clustering is unsupervised
learning where the algorithm is provided with the data points without labels, the task is to
find a suitable representation of the underlying distribution of the data. But on every result of
cluster run, the domain experts' opinions along with the understandabi lity of each segment
are considered.
To find representative rules from the decision tree, the total dataset was divided into two.
The first 70% of the dataset was allocated for training, the rest 30% of the dataset was used
for evaluating the impact of the pruning and the accuracy of the model over subsequent data.

4.5.3 Cillsterillg Modelillg
After the preparation of the dataset, the next step was to build the clustering model using
the selected tool. The basic parameters available in Knowledge Studio for K-means
clustering include:
•

Number of clusters: the number of clusters (k in K-means) that need to be created.
This value has to be manually input into the system.

•

Number of iterations: This parameter indicates the maximum number of times the
algorithm wi ll read the data.

•

The variables to be used for bui lding the clusters

K is a user-defined number. Initially, different values of K, which ranged between 6 and 4,
were randomly used. Saarenvirta (199 8) advises, the number of clusters chosen should be
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driven by how many clusters the business can manage. So the researcher consulted domain
experts to determine appropriate number of clusters and as to how they are interpreted.
The following three approaches were employed to understand the clusters usmg
Knowledge Studio:
I. Visually analyze how the clusters were affected by changes in the input variables

2. Examine the differences in the distributions of variables from cluster to cluster, one
variable at a time
3. Finally, automatically grew a decision h·ee with 'cluster index' as the dependent
variable, and uses it to derive rules explaining how to assign new records to the
correct cluster.
To experiment how the algorithm assigned the distribution of variables from cluster to
cluster, the data overview report and the dataset chart from Knowledge Studio was the basis
for determining the threshold values of the attributes for the analysis of the results. The report
provides a summary of the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation values for the
different data sets, and the dataset chart shows the distribution of the data.
The following experiments with K set to 6, 5, and 4 were conducted to determine the
number of clusters and to see their patterns discovered:

Experiment 1
All the variables were the input of the first cluster run except BillNo, Name, RoomNO
since they don't provide useful infonnation but may reduce the accuracy of the algorithm.
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Custer Variabl es

No

records

clusters

iteratio n

578 6

6

10,000

Run
NoP erson , Nationality , NoPerson,

1st

of No of

NOof

Pro fess ion, purpose of visit,
Roo mTtI, extracharge, NoO ays,
Nov isits, TtlReve nue, RevlVisit
RevINo Oays, AvgOay/vis it,
RevlNo Per son
meters for th e first cluster run
Table 4: Summary of input para
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Figure 6: Overview report of the
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From fi gure 6, it is possible to know each variables mean, maximum, minimum, data type,
cardinality, and missing values if any. Some of these values (mean, maximum, and
minimum) help the researcher to set the threshold values of each variable for the analysis of
the results.

Clustering with K-Means
Tim e elapsed: Co m pleted - 05 sec
Curre nllte ration: 10 000
MaxTmum lIeralions: 10 000
Cullen! Status:
Done.
Record PfOgU~SS:

100 %

o

5786
Pa~,e

,. •

.,."

ReS"""

Tllining

Concel

Segment VielllJer

Figure 7: Training the first cluster run

Figure 7 indicates the process of training a clustering model including the time taken to
train and the number of iteration used.
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Figure 8: Result of the first clu ster run training

Figure 8 indicates the result of training the model, with the variables and the number of
records used for model building.
To label all the records in the dataset with the appropri ate cluster apply score from the
tools menu. Then a decision tree with cluster index as dependent variable is the output of
scoring. The decision tree provides a descriptive class ification model of the cluster, which
can be used to explore the clusters and detect the characteristics of each cluster.
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Clnde,.

or

Figure 9: output of scoring the first cluster run

From figure 9 above, it is found that cluster two and six have few records that the
researcher suspects the presence of outliers in the dataset, which are far from the normal
;,

distribution. Algorithm may treat these outliers as customers behaving differently from other
clusters and put them in separate clusters
Then the scored dataset was assessed visually for the presence of outliers. And it was
found that there were errors on records having values which were very far from normal
distribution of the dataset in cluster two on revenue related attributes and in cluster 6 on the
NoPerson attribute. These outliers were removed manually from the dataset.
It is also important to identify the most statistically significant attributes from the dataset

and to use these attributes only in model building process to increase the perfonnance of the

,.

algorithm. These attributes can be obtained by inserting decision tree fronl the software and
selecting cluster index as dependent variable and the rest as independent variable. Finally the
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variables found at the top most of the decision tree were considered for the second
experiment
Second Experiment
The variables found to be statistically significant were:
~

Region,

~

Purpose of Visit,

~

RoomTtl (toal revnue generated from room renting)

~

NoDays,

~

NoVisit,

~

TtlRev(total revenue generated)

~

RevlNoDays

Having the above attributes along with the dataset with removed outliers and with same
number of K (6), the second experiment was conducted
K·Means Cluster Analysis

Indepellllein Varlahles:
REGION, Purpo se olvlsl!, RoomTU, NoDays,
TURev, Rev1No.Days

No~sl !s ,

Sample Size: 5786

Figure to: Resu lt of second experim ent with the variab les used
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Score Summary Report
Input Dataset: new analysis data
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Figure 11 :Result of the second experiment scoring

chart and the
In order to see what patterns are discovered, the researcher used the dataset
' experience at the
overview report from the tool along with the sugges tion of domain experts
hotel for detennining the threshold values as follow s:
I). RoomTtI (RT) - the revenue obtained from room renting
IfRT is less than or equal to 461 then RT is categorized as "low"
as "medium"
If RT is greater 461 and less than or equal to 700 then RT is categorized
rized as "high"
If RT is greater than 700 and less than or equal to 2500 then RT is catego
If RT is greater than 2500 then RT is categorized as "very high"
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2). Ttl Revenue (TR) - the total revenue obtained from each customers (room charge and
extra charge)
If TR is less than or equal to 51 1 then TR is categorized as "low"
IfTR is greater 5 11 and less than or equal to 750 then TR is categorized as "medium"
IfTR is greater than 750 and less than or equal to 3300 then TR is categori zed as "high"
IfT R is greater than 3300 then TR is categorized as "very high"
3). NoOays (ND) - the total number of days stayed by each customers
If NO is less than or equal to 4 then NO is categorized as "short duration"
If NO is greater than 4 and less than or equal to 13 then NO is categorized as
"intennediate duration"

If NO is greater than 13 and less than or equal to I 8 then NO is categorized as "long

duration"
If NO is greater than 18 then NO is categorized as "very long duration"
4). NoYisits (NY) - the total number of visits made by each customers
If NY is less than or equal to 1 then NY is categorized as "infrequent"
If NV is greater than I and less than or equal to 3 then NY is categorized as
"moderately frequent"
If NY is greater than 3 and less than or equal to 6 then NY is categorized as "frequent"
If NY is greater than 6 then NY is categorized as "very frequent"

The researcher used "L" for "low", "M" for "lnediUln", "H" for "hi gh", "SO" for "short
duration", "10" for "i.ntennediate duration", "LD" for "long duration",

"V LD" for "very

long duration", "IF fo r "infrequent", "MF" for "moderately frequent" , "F" for "frequenC' and
"YF" for Very frequent" .
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The result of the second experiment is summarized in the table below:
Cluster

Frcq.

Index

."ecords

I

14

2

3

324

1420

RoomTtI

Ttlrevenu e

NoDays

NoVisit

Purp. Visit

RoomOcp

Remark

50%1-1

50% 1-1

80% 10

VF

Bus

One

95%

50%VH

50% Y H

56% 1-1

53%1-1

60%rD

18%F

30% bus

24% L

26%L

22%S D

82% IF

12% Iran

20% V H

21%V H

18%VLD

85%L

78%L

91%SD

& Other

Domes tic

One

76%
Domestic

51 % Other

95% IF

Other

One

87%
Domestic

4

923

83%L

84%L

85%SD

95%IF

Bus, Other,

One

al

transit

5

3021

8 1% L

79%L

SD

IF

95% tran

Internation

one

90%

intematio
na l
6

84

67% VH

66% VH

42%

33% H

34%H

V LD

IF

Tran &Bus

~O%(~ -2 7)

58% SD

Table 5: Summarized result of the second experiment

From the result of the second experiment indicated in table 5, there are very high
profitable customers in both cluster. I and cluster 2, and non profitable customers in cluster 4
having similar patterns with cluster 5. If this model were a good clustering model, these
customers showing similar pattem would be together. In addition the number of customers in
cluster I were also very few (14). Bounsaythip (2001) noted that a cluster should contain
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enough customers to develop separate marketing strategy. Domain experts supported the idea
of Bounsaythip. Because of the points mentioned, another experiment was conducted by
reducing K to 5.
However, the result of the second experiment could sti ll show that domestic clistomers
with duration of stay of more than 4 days are profitable (cluster 2)
T hird Experiment
On this experiment, k was set to five and the variables and the training dataset were the
same as experiment 2 and number of iteration was also 10,000.
Clustering with

K-MIO~ns

Time elapsed: Completed - 05 seo
Current Itero tion: 10000
Maximum Iterations: 10000
Cunent Status: Done.
Record Progress:

o
fau,e
~III

tC

•

jIIo

Resub

100 %
5786

I

!;;ancel

jiood Enough

Tnining

S~m e nt

Vietroer

K-Means Cluster Analvsls
Cr...ted: wednesday, June 30, 2004 12:40:50

Independent Variables:
REGION, ROOM OCCOPIED, Purpose 01
VIsit, RoomTU, Etraoha rge,
NoDays, Novisits, TlIRev, RevlNo.Days,
RenNisi!,
AvgDayslvisit, ReviRoomD cop

Sample Size: 5786

f411<411~ 111>l11\ Re, uit> A T..I"I.... I>. 5«lm,nI \'i,wer /

Figure 12 :Training and res ult of training the th ird experiment
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Score Summary Report
Input Dataset: new analysis data
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C luster O ! sIr! but!on

I

Cluster #

I Fr equen cy

I
2
I
3
I
4
I
5
I
IT otal R eco rds I

I
I
I
I
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1

3370
44
232

1876
264

5 7 86

Figure 13: Result of the third experiment scoring

The result of this experiment is summarized in the table below:
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Clusler

Freq.

Index

records

I

3370

RoomTtI

96% L

Ttlrevenue

No Days

NoVisit

Purp. Visit

RoomOcp

Remark

95%L

SD

IF

92% tran

90% One

Intcmation

al
customers

2

44

VH

VH

60%VLD

85% IF

35%SD

50% bus

26% (8-27)

20% other
27% tran

3

232

80% H

79%H

64%10

68% IF

43% Other

36%

32% F

67% bus

IF

80 other

One

81%
Domestics

VLD

4

1876

78%L

80%L

85%SD

One

89%
Domestics

5

264

81% H

83%H

86SD

IF

70% tran

88% (2-20)

Internatio
nal

cllstmers

Table 6: Summarized res ult of the third experiment

As indicated, most of the customers were domestic, and international whose purpose of
visit was transit. From the table above, it is possible to identify which of domestic and transit
international customers were profitable and which were not. Clusters 1 contained customers
who were not profitable and international customers whose purpose of visit was transit,
cluster 3 contained customers who were profitable and domestic customers, cluster 4
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contained not profitable domestic customers, cluster 2 contained different ki nds of customers
who were highl y profi table, and cluster 5 contained profitable international customers.
The result of this experiment looks satisfactory; as it showed di fferen t groups of customer
segments, and the drawbacks indicated in experiment two were solved (those customers
having similar pattern but the algorithm puts in different cluster in the second experiment,
were put together in this experiment) . .
But to check if reducing the number of clusters may furth er produce better result, the next
experiment with k set to 4 was conducted.
Experiment Four
The dataset, number of iteration, and number of variables (attributes) were the same but k
was set to four.
Clustering wit h K·Mea n s
Time e la ps ed : co mp leted - 05 se c

Curren t It eration: 100 00
Maximu m Iterati ons. 100 00
C"" rren~ S'ot.... ~:
Do ne.
Record

Progre$~ :

100 %

o

5 7SS
GoodEnough

Cancel

K -M .. . no C lu ot.r An.Iy$I$
Created; V'Jedne s:oay , June 30, 2004 12:,ul:50

Inde pend e nt V.uiable s :
R E G ION, ROOM OCCO P IED, P u rpo s e of

vi Sit, R oomTU, Etraeh arge.
NoOavs . N ovls llS . TtlRev, Re ¥fNO .Days,
Re nNIs lt,
A.... gDaysf¥lslt. R eviR oo m DCcp
Salil ple S ize: 5786
~

~

.. 1\

Re$ults

A

Trall'llng

A

~~&I'I W'lelfl.lll!l'

I

Figure 14: Training result & result of training th e fourth exp erim ent
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I
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Figure 15: Result of the fourth experiment scoring

The result of the fourth experiment is summarized in the table below:
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Cluster

Freq.

Index

reco rds

I

1822

RoomTtl

76% L

Ttlrcvenue

NoDays

NoVis it

Purp. Visit

RoomOcp

Remark

77% L

82%SO

IF

66% other

One

90%

27% bus
2

504

40%L

41%L

42% I-I

48% 1-1

74%SO

83% IF

25% bus

Domestic

40% (8-20)

34% other
35% Iran

3

3390

79%L

77% L

95%SO

IF

83% tran

90% One

81%
internal ion
31

4

70

80%V H

76%VH

54%VLD

20%VF

39%bus

23%(8-27)

26%10

46%IF

22% trans it

77% one

24%5D

Table 7: Summarized resu lt of the fourth experiment

From the above table it can be understood that cluster 2 did not indicate full y defined
relationships on the revenue generated. That means 40% of them were grouped under " low"
and 42% under "High" and the rest "medium". Further more, even though it is poss ible to
identify non-profitable domestic customers (cluster I) and international customers whose
purpose of visit is transit (cluster 3). However, it is not possible to know profi table domestic
and transit international customers.
Choosing the best clustering model
Four experiments were conducted to reach to the appropriate segmentation model. The
first experiment indicated that very few numbers of records were assigned in cluster 2 and 6.
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Because of these the researcher suspected outliers and outliers were found. In addition the
patterns di scovered were not meaningful and satisfactory.
The second experiment with the same number of K (6) but with removed outliers was
conducted, and the result was indicated in table 5. From the summarized result in the table,
there were customers showi ng similar patterns but categorized or grouped in different
clusters. For example, there were profitable customers (who were intetmediate duration,
occupying one room, and domestic) belonging together but were grouped some of them in
cluster I and the rest in cluster 2. In addition the first cluster contained very few customers.
For thi s cluster it is not feasible to develop a separate marketing strategy.
The third experiment by reducing K to five was conducted and again the result was
summarized in table 6. As it could be seen from table 6, there were five clusters behaving
differently . There were defined separations or differentiations among the five identified
segments and homogeneity or simi larities with in the clusters. All the segments were
meaningful to understand customers and give infonnation for developing larget market
strategies.
Finally, the last experiment with K set to four was conducted. And the result was not
satisfactory as of the third experiment. Cluster 2 as indicated in table 7, did not indicate fully
defined relationships on the revenue generated. And it was not possible to identify profitable
domestic and transit international customers.
So the researcher, along with the comments and suggestion of domain experts decided that
appropriate numbers of clusters were five and hence the third experiment was the selected
experiment showing good segmentation of Ethiopia Hotel customers. This clustering model
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etation of the resu lt of
was used furth er for decisio n tree bui lding input dataset. The interpr
the th ird experiment (when K=5) is summarized in the next section.
Interp retatio n of the Cluste rs Obtain ed from the Third Exper iment
of the customers
Cluste r 1: most of the customers were under thi s cluster, 95%

);>

purpos e of visit
generated low revenu e, stay short duration, 92% of the custom ers'
In genera l these
were 'transit ' and Room occupied by these customers was one.
customers.
customers can be categorized as interna tional transit non-profitable
);>

they are very
Cluste r 2: contain ed very small number of customers (44) but
these customers
profitable type of customers staying very long duration and 80% of
e of visit can be
occupi ed 8-27 rooms (comin g in group). In thi s cluster their purpos
as the domain
either "transit" or "busin ess" or "other" . The meaning of this cluster
", they stay very
experts suppor ted is when the purpose of visit is "business" or "other
number of room
long duration and when their purpose of visit is "transit" the
tomers coming in
occupi ed by each customer was usually between 8 and 27(cus
profitable type
groups) and they are usually international customers . These were very
of both domes tic and international customers.

);>

high revenue and
Cluste r 3: most of the customers in this cluster (80%) generated
n), some of them
64% of them stayed, 5 up to 13 number of days (intermediate duratio
visit were 'other'
(32%) visited the hotel repeate dly (very frequent) , their purpose of
one room (comin g
and 'busine ss', and 8 1% of them were domestic and occupy only
in single). In summa ry they were profitable domestic customers.

);>

generated low
Cluste r 4: custom ers in these group constituted most of the popul ation,
or' 'busine ss'
revenue, stay ShOlt duration, their purpose of visit was either 'other'
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and 81% of them were domestics customers. In general they were non-profitable
domestic customers.

>-

Cluster 5: 83% of them generated high revenue, stay short duration, 75% of them
were transit and 88% of them occupied more than one rooms (coming in group). They
can be generalized as profitable international transit type of customers.

In summery almost all customers don't show the characteristic of loyalty except in cluster
3 where some of them visit the hotel repeatedly (32% of the cluster). The hotel management
should examine why customers don't visit the hotel regularly.

4.5.4 Classification Modeling
Building clustering model can do the task of segmenting .the potential customers
successfully. But the remaining is how to classify new customer records to different
identified groups. This specifies the problem of class ification based on a defined class. The
decision tree can help us to solve this classification problem.
During this phase the dataset with cluster index generated from the clustering model
where the records are segmented into meaningful groups, was used to build a decision tree.
Decision tree was used to deri ve rules explaining the assignment of new records to the
correct cluster using the too!. The cluster index was used as the dependent variable and the
rest variables were used as independent variables .
The total database was used to constmct the decision tree. The deci sion tree has been
implemented in Knowledge Studio by partitioning the database into training, and testing
datasets. Therefore, 70% of dataset was used for training and 30% of the dataset was used for
testing.
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Total dataset

Training set (70%)

Testing or
Evaluation set (30%)

5786 reco rds

4050 records

1736 records

Table 8: Partitions of datasets used

There were to two issues considered while building decision tree classification model. These
were:

»
»

Handling continuous values
Detennining how to construct a decision tree

4.5.4.1 Handling continuolls values
As it is shown in section 4.3.2 , in table 1 of data description part, there were some
attributes with continuous values. Even though decision tree can handle both continuous and
discrete values it will be effective and the rules generated from the decision tree can be more
meaningful and understandable provided if these continuous values were adjusted into
discrete values.
For building the classification model , the variables used for building the clustering model
and additional variables (region, profession, and purpose of visit) from the guest registration
form were included. Including as many variables as possible will help make the rules more
understandable and improve the accuracy of classifying the new records to the identified
cluster indexes. The objective of the classification model was to generate rules that explain
the assignment of new records to the already identified customers. The attributes used for
building classification model were:
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Field Name

Data Type

Region

Text

Profession

Tex t

Purpose of visit

Text

RoomTtl

Number

Rev/N oDays

Number

No Days

Number

Novis it

Number

Room Occupied

Number

Table 9: attributes used for class ification model bUlldmg

In addition to the observed relationship of the variable with variables with the segment
types obtained, the researcher has discussed the issue with the experts in the fie ld and
adjusted the attribute the attribute values into discrete values. As a result the attribute
RoomOccp has three values; ' I ', ' between 2 & 4', 'greater than 4'. The attribute Number of
Stay (duration of stay) has four values; 'less than or equal to 4' , ' between 5 & 13', ' between
13.5 & 18' , 'greater than 18'. RevlNODays has four values 'greater than 600' , ' between 600
& 20 1', between 200 & 102, 'less than lOt. Finally, the attributes RoomTtl and NoVisit are

adjusted according to the ranges used for building clustering model.
4.5.4.2 Determination of decisioll tree cOllstrllctioll
Knowledge studio supports three ways of constructing decision tree:
~

By automatically growing a tree - it helps to automatically grow the
complete classification tree while freeing you to do other things whi le the
tree is growing. However, we must be careful while using this feature.
KnowledgeSTUDIO only gives and then operates on the strongest statistical
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ation
split that it finds on any given node; this mayor may not be the inform
that is required.
~

force a
Step by step procedure of constructing a tree through find split or
split to guide constructing a tree to the information searched for

~

it will
Combining both - The automatic feature can be invoked anytime and
s Find
carry on the tree development from where we left off. Any previou
tree and
Split or Force Split results above the current node will remain in the
influence the tree's growth.

by forcing the first
The researcher first built models by growing a full decision tree
the classification model
splitting variable into one of the different variables used for building
decision tree as a result
using the 70% of the training data set. Second, the same fully grown
some of the irrelevant
of automatic grow was then manually improved either by pruning
tree to the information
nodes or adding nodes by forcing split to guide the growth of the
required.
the dataset allocated.
Then validate it with the evaluation set which was the 30% of
tically grown tree
Finally by comparing the accuracy of the validation set which is automa
one was selected for
and a tree with some of nodes pruned and some nodes added, the better
the splitting variables of
generating classification rules. Therefore, eight models by"altering
ing the nodes either by
the dataset used and another eight respective models by improv
total of sixteen models
pruning some of the irrelevant nodes or adding important nodes, a
were constructed.
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Nodes were pruned here;
•

When it is required to guide the construction of the decision tree to the pattern or
relationship required,

•

When the lower splitting node generate the same pattern with the node above,

•

When a certain node is extremely splitted without increasing any new pattern, and

•

When the same splitting variable is repeatedly used in the deci sion tree.

And nodes are added
•

When it is important to guide the construction of decision tree to the pattern or
relationships required.

Trained decision tree with splitting variable 'RoomTtl' and its validation with the
evaluation set are shown in the figure below for illustrative purpose.
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Figure 16: Partial View of trained decision tree with the splitting variab le 'RoomTtI '
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Figure 17: Confusion matrix obtained as a result of validation of the decision tree model with splitting
variable'RoomTtl'

The above figure is presented to indicate the accuracy of one of the decision tree model
with splitting variable 'RoomTtI' among the sixteen models.
The result of the first eight models with different splitting variables obtained by
automatically growing the tree is sununarized in the table below:
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Model

Splitting

Pruned nodes

Added nodes

Testing
accuracy

variable

-

I

Region

-

2

Purpose of visit

-

3

Number of days

-

-

96.25%

4

Room occupied

-

-

95.39%

5

Number of visit

95.5 1%

6

Room total

96.37%

7

Rencnue/No.Days

95.54%

8

Profession
Table

to

-

95. 16%

-

-

95.62%

89.86%

Summary of results of training and testing of decision tree modeling

The above fully-grown decision tree as results of automatic grow was then manually
improved either by pruning some of the irrelevant nodes or adding nodes by forcing split.
The result of validating these models' result is indicated in the table below:
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Model

Splittin g variab le

Pruned nodes

Added nodes

Testi ng

accuracy
I

Region

22

25

93.32%

2

Purpose of visit

13

20

95.77%

3

Number of days

15

26

96.41 %

4

Room occupie d

8

20

96.08%

5

Room Total

17

14

96.72%

6

Renenue/No.Days

15

12

95.62%

7

Numbe r of visits

26

29

95.62%

8

Profess ion

9

20

89.90%

Table 11 :Summary of results of train in g and validation of pruned
decision tree mOdeli ng with eva luation

set
As it can be seen form the above table the same model grown automa
tically when some
itTelevant nodes are pruned and important nodes are added improved
the accuracy except the
model with splitting variable 'Regio n '. That means decision tree grown
manua lly can help to
classify customers to identified customer segments better than
the automatically grown
decision tree except the model with the splitting variable ' Region ' .
As it indicated on table II , Model 5 with splitting variab le' RoomT
otal ' shows good
accuracy (96.72%). As Mitche ll(1997) noted evaluating a learned
hypothesis is very
impOttant to consider the accuracy with which it will classify
future instances. So the
researcher selected the best model that shows greater testing or evalua
tion accuracy, which is
the model with the first splitting variable "Room Total" which is
about the total revenue
obtained frol11 rool11 rent by each customer. In addition domain experts
also agreed that the
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variable ' room total' is a more detennining variable for measuring customer profitability.
Hence, this model is used to generate rules for assigning new customer records to the
identified segments. Some of the rules generated are annexed for reference.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
5.1. Conclllsion
In this research the different concepts of CRM were reviewed, and one can understand
that CRM is the best marketing strategy for acquiring, retaining and partnering with selected
customers to create super va lue for the hotel. Data mining techniques also plays significant
role for effective CRM especially in extracting important knowledge about customers.
Data mining, processes and principles were employed on Ethiopia Hotel customers' data

/

to identify the different customer groups. In this research data understanding, data
preprocessing, and modeling were undertaken. The software Knowledge studio was used for
this purpose. Both clustering and classification algorithms were available in the software
specified. The K-Means algorithms and decision tree algoritlnn were used for this study.
Since there was no defined number of k for best clusters, different attempts of K were made
i.e. K=6, K=5, K=4. Best result was found when K was 5. The five identified clusters were
meaningful and different as ind icated on the interpretation of clusters part of this chapter. In
summary:
•

The first cluster was characterized by international, transit, nonprofitable customers

•

The second cluster was fo und to be very profitable type of both domestic
and transit customers

•

The third cluster was characterized by domestic, profitable customers

•

Th fourth cluster was found to be domestic non-profitable customers
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•

The fifth cluster is found to be international, transit, profitable customers

Based on the result, different marketing strategies like customer retention and promotion
strategies can be developed. Important variables for identi fying valuable customers were also
known but the best variable obtained was "RoomRevenue" (revenue obtai ned from room
renting) .
After identifying the group of customers by assigning different cluster index (I , 2, 3, 4,
5), decision tree was trained so that rules used for assigning new customer records to the
already identified segments were generated and some sample rules are indicated in the
appendix. The rules generated are then used for a si mple classification prototype
development. The first important splitting variable was found to be "RoomRevenue" which
ensures that the most important variable for customer clustering was the total revenue
obtained from room renting .
To conclude, data mining techniques especially clustering and classification techniques
were employed to create customer segments and to generate classify ing rules for new
customer records to these segments. The result gives vital information about the customers'
behavior. The behavior of the first cluster can be explained as customers who stayed in the
hotel starting from half day to four days only, coming to the hotel individually (number of
rooms occupied was one), and the purpose of visiting the country (hote l) was
"Transit"(waiting for another flight). They were generally international, non-profitable
customers. The second cluster was a group of different kinds (either domestic or
international) of customers who were highly profitable. In this cluster there are customers,
staying very long period of time with high average revenue for each day, when the purpose
of visiting the country (hotel) is either "other" or "business", and staying few number of days
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(up to 4), and generating very high average revenue for each day coming in group (occupying
many rooms (above 8)), when the purpose of visiting the country (the hotel) is "transit". The
third cluster's behavior was explained as domestic customers staying many days in the hotel ,
coming individually (occupying one rooms), showing some degree of loyalty (32% of them
visited the hotel repeatedly), purpose of visiting the country or the hotel was either
"business" or "transi t", and generating high total revenue. The fourth cluster was a group of
domestic customers staying very few days with no history of repeated visits to the hotel,
purpose of visiting the country (hotel) is "other", coming individually (occupying one
rooms), and generating low revenue. And finally the behavior of the fifth cluster is explained
as international customers who stayed in the hotel starting from half day to fOllr days only,
purpose of visiting the country (hotel) is "transit", coming in group (occupying many rooms
(above 8)), and generating high revenue with high average revenue for each day .
If the demographic variables such as income and age would have been incorporated,
segments could give better information about the value of customers. [n conclusion, data
mining can, if it is used correctly, indicates different customer segments, more importantly
customer types that had not been recognized before. As a result, important strategies can be
developed to meet the needs of customers to increase their satisfaction and to make them
loyal and profitable.
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5.2. Recommendation
As it is explained in the objective pat1 of the thesis, the research is conduc
ted for academic
purpose, but at the same time it has significance to the busine ss organiz
ation especia lly to
hotels. It can be a way or hint as to how data mining can be used to suppor
t CRM.
Hotel s like any business organi zation have to take in to consideration
thei r customers'
behavior so as to be competent in the market. Knowing customers' behavi
or wi ll help hotels
differe ntiate profitable from unprofitable customers, target their profita
ble customers, and
retain loyal customers.
The followi ng recommendation made by the researc her in relation with
(CRM):
~

Ethiopia Hotel being a large hotel has a lot of customers and hence
should start to
implement CRM strateg ies. There is no behavioral segmentation even
though attempt
is made to cluster customers based on only demographic data.

~

Relationship programs like long duration or reward progra ms should
be supported by
integra ted customer data warehouse and touch points (touch points refers
to the many
ways in which customers and the hotel interact) should be integra
ted with recent
techno logy like Internet.

~

Separate departm ent should be assigned to deal with different custom
er complaints.

Any business organizations have a lot of busine ss transactions undert
aken on a daily basis.
The data available is an import ant resourc e of the business organi
zation. It contain s and
reflects activities and facts about the organization. By applying data
mining very imp0l1ant
knowledge that can contribute a lot in decisio n making for busine
ss organization can be
extracted from data. The researcher suggests the following relatin g with
data mining:
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)

The hotel should build an integrated, time-variant and subj ect
oriented data
warehouse. It should include guest history, guest reservation, sa
les information
database, visit hi story, and guest complaint data.

)

The hotel should invite researc hers who can integrate data mining with
CRM so that
effective marketing strategies can be developed.

)

The hotel should consider what important CRM strateg ies can be deve
loped based on
the result obtained in this research.
Further researc h should be conducted by including additional factors
that the researcher

could not include due to some limitat ions . In connection with this,
the researcher gives the
following suggestions:
)

The datasets used for model building should be large enough

)

The result obtained by using K-Means algorithms should be validat
ed by other
clustering algorithms.

)

Variables like age and income of each custom er should be incorp orated
and the
purpose of visit of each customer should give specific information about
their real
purpose of visit.

)

Differe nt data mining tools which are mostly used for custom er
segmentation
analysis like Clementine and Intelligent Miner should be reviewed
and used for
analysis.
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6.3 The Customer Classification System: A Prototype
A trained model in data mining can be used to process transactions and perfonll classification
and prediction on data in the real time.
In thi s study an attempt was made to develop a simple application prototype named Customer
Classification System that uses the classification rules generated from the decision tree
learner in the classification sub-phase of thi s chapter. The prototype is used to classify a
customer into one of the customer clusters, search for a customer and find the cluster where the
customer belongs, and also provides with the description of each customer clusters. The Customer
Classification System contains MS access database, the MS visual basic program hosting the
classification rule. The prototype interface and the rules used for building it are annexed in
the appendices.
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Rule #6:
If Revenue from room charge is equal to BIN 462 & 700 and Average reven ue for each
day is BIN 600 & 20 1 and Purpose of visit is equal to BUSINESS or other and REGION is
equal to ETHIOPIAN then Cluster Index will be 4.

Ru le # 7
If Revenue from room charge is BIN 462 & 700 and Average revenue for each day

IS

Bin 200 & 120 and REGION is equal to CENTERAL AFRlCA, E.AFRlCA, S.AMERlCA,
SOUTHERN AFRlCA or W.AFRlCA then Cluster Index will be I.

Rule # 8:
If Revenue from room charge is BIN 462 & 700 and Average revenue for each day is BIN
600 & 201 and Purpose of visit is equal to TRANSIT and REGION is equal to CENTERAL
AFRlCA, CHINA, E.AFRlCA, EUROPE, INDIAN , MIDDLE EAST, N.AMERlCA,
S.AMERlCA, SOUTHERN AFRlCA or W.AFRlCA then Cluster Index will be I
Rule # 9:

If Revenue from room charge is BIN 70 I & 2500 and REGION is equal to ETHIOPIAN
Average revenue for each day is Bin 200 & 120 and Purpose of visit is equal to other and
NODays is > 18 or bin 13 .5 & 18 then Cluster Index will be 3,
R ule # 10:
If Revenue from room charge is >2500 and REGION is ETHIOPIA and Novisits is > 1
and NODays is equal to > 13 .5 then Cluster Index will be 2.
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Rule # 11:
If Revenue from room charge is <=461 and REGION is equal to ETHIOPIAN and
Purpose of visit is equal to TOURIST or other or business and NO Days is equal to <=4 then
Cluster Index wi ll be 4.
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A procedure used to calculate total revenue, average revenue per day, average revenue
per visit, average revenue for each room, and average duration of stay per each visit
(AVNODAYS)
Private Sub CMDCALACULATE_ClickO
Dim EXTRACHARGE As Currency
Dim ROOMCHARGE As Currency
Dim TOTALREVENUE As Currency
Dim AVERAGEREVENUE, AVNODAYS , REVPERROOM, RENPERVIS IT As
Currency
IfVal(TxtrulOdays.Text)

~

0 And Val(Txtnovisits.Text)

And Val(Txtroomcharge.Text)

~

~

0 And Val(Txtroomoccp.Text)

~

0

0 Then

MsgBox " make sure that these values(No.Days Stayed, No.Visits Made, Total Room
Charge)are not zero", vblnformation, "Input Information"
Else
EXTRACHARGE ~ Val(txttextracharge.Text)
ROOMCHARGE

~

Val(Txtroomcharge.Text)

TOTALREVENUE ~ EXTRACHARGE + ROOMCHARGE

A VERAGEREVENUE

~

TOT ALREVENUE / Val(Txtnnodays. Text)

RENPERVISIT ~ TOTALREVENUE / Val(Txtnovisits.Text)
AVNODA YS

~

Val(Txhmodays .Text) / Val(Txtnovisits.Text)

REVPERROOM ~ TOTAL REVENUE / Val(Txtroomoccp.Text)
txttotalrevenue. Text ~ TOT ALREVENUE
txtrevenuepervisit.Text ~ RENPERVISIT

\07

)

/

\
1

I
I

Txtaverageday.Text = A VNODAYS
Txtavgrevenue.Text = A VERAGEREVENUE
Txtrevenuepen·oom.Text = REVPERROOM
End If
End Sub
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